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Commander at Guantanamo Reportedly Unaware of Some Abuse

BY CAROL ROSENBERG

Knight Ridder Newspapers

MIAMI - As commander of prison operations at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Army Maj. Gen. Geoffrey Miller would boast 
that he had a hand in all the operations - from looking over the shoulders of interrogators at work to oversight of 
sports activities for soldiers guarding terror suspects.

Not so, says Time magazine in a report published Monday morning that exonerates the commander from responsibility 
from one of the crudest cases of abuse at the Pentagon's showcase prison in southeast Cuba.

An Army investigation obtained by the magazine found that Miller had no knowledge that interrogators unleashed an 
array of abuse and humiliation on a Saudi captive considered by some at Military Intelligence to have been a 
candidate for 20th hijacker in the Sept. 11 attacks.

"Miller was unaware a canine had been used to intimidate alleged `20th hijacker' Mohammed al Qahtani, or that al 
Qahtani was forced to don women's underwear and perform dog tricks - even though Miller was intimately involved in 
planning the interrogation," Time reports, quoting a report by the Army Inspector General, Lt. Gen. Stanley Green.

U.S. officials turned Qahtani away from entering the United States at Orlando International Airport in August 2001, 
but later captured him in south Asia and sent him to Guantanamo. Another suspected 20th hijacker, Frenchman 
Zacarias Moussaoui, was already in U.S. custody, but that didn't stop U.S. military interrogators from suspecting the 
Saudi as well.

Qahtani's attorney says he was subjected to such a cruel stream of abusive interrogation that he gave a false 
confession, which he now recants.

Time earlier reprinted a portion of Qahtani's interrogation log, in which U.S. interrogators describe how they ratcheted 
up techniques on their captive during 50 days starting in November 2002 to extract the confession - sleep deprivation, 
leaving him strapped to an intravenous drip without bathroom breaks and having him strip naked.

Qahtani is now suing the U.S. government for his freedom in a habeas corpus petition filed in U.S. District Court late 
last year, before Congress moved to strip Guantanamo captives of habeas recourse.

On the Army side, Time magazine says Green's internal investigation "even lavishes praise on Miller," particularly his 
energy and leadership. 

He was the fourth commander of the prison camp after a Marine general set it up and was succeeded by two reserve 
Army generals.

Miller is the prison commander who introduced the Guantanamo ritual of saluting officers with the slogan, "Honor 
Bound" - and had officers respond, "Defend Freedom" while returning the salute.

Pentagon officials also dispatched him to Iraq to oversee prison operations there following a consulting visit in which 
he reportedly planned to "Gitmo-ize" Abu Ghraib - the prison that once served as Saddam Hussein's torture chamber 
and has produced searing images of U.S. military abuse of captives in the Iraq invasion.

Miller, most recently posted at the Pentagon as a special assistant to the deputy chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
is expected to soon retire from service. Rather than testify at the military trial of a dog handler accused of abusing 
prisoners at Abu Ghraib, Miller chose to invoke the military equivalent of his Fifth Amendment rights.

Pleading the Fifth is a fundamental American right; but career Army officers say it also ends a general officer's 
ambitions for advancement

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12956  SOURCE: Kentucky.com
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Howard: Australia Won't Seek Gitmo Release

By MIKE CORDER Associated Press Writer 

SYDNEY, Australia — Prime Minister John Howard said Sunday an Australian being held at the Guantanamo Bay prison 
camp should be tried before a U.S. military tribunal on charges he helped al-Qaida fight coalition forces in 
Afghanistan.

Howard said his government would not seek the release of former kangaroo skinner David Hicks from the U.S. naval 
base in eastern Cuba.

"Our position in relation to Mr. Hicks is well known, and that is that given the nature of the allegations and given the 
arrangements that we have hammered out with the Americans regarding the military commission, we believe he 
should be tried before that military commission," Howard told reporters in Melbourne.

The prime minister would not comment on a newspaper report that Hicks admitted undergoing weapons and guerrilla 
warfare training with British Islamic extremists, including shoe-bomber Richard Reid.

The British government made the claim in a letter to Hicks' lawyers late last year, the Melbourne newspaper The Age 
said. Details of the letter emerged in a London court on Friday.

The letter said Hicks admitted attending a training camp in Kashmir run by militant Islamic group Lashkar-e-Tayyaba 
in 2000 and "attending the al Farooq system of camps in Afghanistan in around 2001 . . . (and) receiving training in 
weapons and guerrilla warfare," The Age reported.

The al Farooq terror training camps in Afghanistan were funded and supported by al-Qaida.

Hicks also admitted, according to the letter, "meeting and training with a number of UK nationals known to be Islamic 
extremists, including Feroz Abbasi, Martin Mubanga, Richard Reid and Sajid Badat."

Reid is serving a life sentence in the United States for trying to blow up a trans-Atlantic flight with a bomb in his shoe 
on Dec. 22, 2001. He was subdued by fellow passengers on an American Airlines flight from Paris to Miami before he 
could detonate the device.

Badat was sentenced to 13 years in a British prison last year for conspiring with Reid to blow up the flight.

Feroz Abbasi and Martin Mubanga are Britons who were held in Guantanamo Bay on suspicion of having links to al-
Qaida before being released without charge last year.

Hicks allegedly made the claims when he was interrogated in 2003 by agents from Britain's MI5 spy agency. He has 
been held at the U.S. prison since shortly after his 2001 arrest while serving with Taliban forces in Afghanistan.

Hicks' Australian lawyer, David McLeod, did not immediately return calls Sunday to his cell phone seeking comment. 
His office phone went unanswered.

Hicks' father previously has said his son may have served with the Pakistani militant group Lashkar-e-Tayyaba but 
that he went to Afghanistan on a pilgrimage. The Australian government lists that group as a terrorist organization.

While there, Hicks also helped patrol the border in the disputed Kashmir region Pakistan shares with India.

From Pakistan, he headed to Afghanistan. The charge sheet says Hicks attended several al-Qaida training courses at 
camps in Afghanistan, where he allegedly was serving with the Taliban when he was captured in late 2001 by the 
Northern Alliance and handed over to U.S. forces.

A former kangaroo skinner and cowboy in the Australian Outback, Hicks converted to Islam several years ago.

Details of the letter emerged during a London court case at which the British government is appealing a decision to 
grant Hicks British citizenship.
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Hicks' mother was born in Britain and his lawyers hoped gaining British citizenship could lead to his release from 
Guantanamo Bay. London authorities have successfully lobbied for the release of Britons from the base in Cuba, but 
Australia's government steadfastly has refused to call on Washington to free Hicks.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12954  SOURCE: Houston Chronicle

Exonerating a Gitmo General

Does Major General Geoffrey Miller, a top adviser on interrogations at Abu Ghraib, deserve some of the 
blame for the abuses there? A new Army report says no

By ADAM ZAGORIN AND SALLY B. DONNELLY 

Did major general Geoffrey Miller—commandant at Guantanamo Bay and a top adviser on interrogations at Abu 
Ghraib—do wrong? 

No, says a new report by Lieut. General Stanley Green, the Army Inspector General (IG), that Time obtained last 
week. A Pentagon panel recommended last summer that Miller be reprimanded for poor oversight of a high-value 
prisoner at Gitmo. But Green told Time that the evidence is not there to back charges against Miller of dereliction and 
lying to Congress about his role in the scandal. 

The report concludes that at Gitmo Miller was unaware a canine had been used to intimidate alleged "20th hijacker" 
Mohammed al-Qahtani, or that al-Qahtani was forced to don women's underwear and perform dog tricks--even 
though Miller was intimately involved in planning al-Qahtani's interrogation. The report even lavishes praise on Miller, 
noting the "strength, energy and effectiveness of [his]leadership." Miller's military lawyer told Time: "The IG is 
entirely correct in fact and law." 

Miller's exoneration may only inflame his critics. At a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing last week, chairman 
John Warner pointedly suggested to one of Miller's superiors that he "go back over this entire matter," warning that 
Miller will be recalled before the panel to explain himself. Sources close to the powerful committee say that anger at 
Miller has escalated sharply since he invoked his right to avoid self-incrimination and refused to testify in the 
detainee-abuse trial of an Abu Ghraib dog handler. In that case, defense lawyers argued that their client was following 
guidelines from Abu Ghraib military-intelligence chief Colonel Thomas Pappas, who in turn has said under oath that 
Miller advocated using dogs to "get information" from prisoners. 

Green, the Army IG, says that people need in the abuse-scandal investigations to find a "donkey to pin the tail on." 
But he insists "Miller is not the one." Which leaves the question: Who is? 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12947  SOURCE: Time

'I Miss My Dad So Much'

Sabah Sunnoqrot's youngest child doesn't believe she has a father.   
 
 

He was jailed in Guantánamo Bay before she was born. Her mother describes how she and the children are coping 
without him The last time Sabah Sunnoqrot heard her husband Jamil el Banna's voice was November 8 2002. He had 
left their London home with a friend to set up a peanut-processing plant in Gambia, saying he'd be back within the 
month. "He called me from Gambia and was laughing and joking. I always worried about him, even when he travelled 
a few miles out of London, but he told me that everything was fine and that I should stop being anxious," says Sabah. 

But this time she was right to worry. Shortly afterwards, Jamil was arrested by Gambian police with Bisher al Rawi, 
the friend he had travelled with, and several others, who were later released. He and Bisher, both British residents but 
not British citizens, were interrogated by US officials, who took them first to Afghanistan and then a month later to 
Guantánamo Bay, where they remain. According to US intelligence agents, the peanut-processing plant was a front for 
a terrorist training camp, although no evidence has been produced to support this allegation. 
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While the British government has intervened to have the British citizens held at Guantánamo released, the foreign 
secretary, Jack Straw, says that it cannot intervene on behalf of British residents. Jamil, Bisher and a third man, Omar 
Deghayes, all British residents, are bringing a judicial review to the high court next week seeking an order that Straw 
request the US government release the British residents still at Guantánamo. Their lawyers argue that they and their 
families are being deprived of the right to family life under Article 8 of the Human Rights Act. This is the first such 
case to be brought in connection with Guantánamo Bay. 

But what does it mean to be "deprived of a family life"? Sabah knows, and so do her five children. When we meet, she 
is sitting in her spotless living room in north London. She smiles frequently but her dark eyes are sad and tired (it is 
only when the photographer arrives that she covers herself from head to toe to preserve her modesty). 

Sabah was three months pregnant with the couple's youngest child, Mariam, when Jamil travelled to Gambia. Because 
Mariam, now three, has never met her father, she tells her mother that she doesn't believe she has a father. "When I 
show her pictures of Jamil she says: 'That's not my dad, that's my uncle. I haven't got a dad,'" says Sabah. "It's very 
painful for me to hear her say things like that." 

In the first couple of years after Jamil's disappearance, Sabah tried to shield her children from the truth about their 
father's whereabouts. But now she has decided she must speak out to try to get Jamil home. "I believe God will help 
him but people have to help each other too. God never says 'do nothing'." 

Before Jamil was taken, the family enjoyed a very happy and settled life in London. Anas, nine, Mohamed, eight, 
Abdul Rahman, six and Badeeah, five, particularly enjoyed going to the park and playing football with their father. 

"Summers were great. We had barbecues in the garden and trips to the seaside. And we loved celebrating Eid 
together. Without Jamil here, those are the two parts of the year that I find most difficult. 

"Jamil always wanted to help everyone. Ironically, he was particularly concerned about children left without fathers 
because his father died when he was eight. Now his own children are in the same situation. Although we know he's 
still alive, it feels as if he's dead. I try to take my children's worries away but what they need most of all is love and 
hugs from their dad." 

She says that the enforced separation is unbearable for her too. "I love my husband so much. We shared everything 
and he was always so willing to help with the children and with things in the house and the garden." 

There are pictures of Jamil pinned to the kitchen walls urging him to come home soon. Almost anything can trigger off 
sad thoughts. 

Anas cries when the word "daddy" is mentioned in class, whatever the context. He wrote letters to Prince Charles and 
Tony Blair asking them to help bring Jamil home: "Please can you give me an answer to my question. Why is my dad 
in prison? Why is he far away in that place called Guantánamo Bay? I miss my dad so much. I have not seen my dad 
for three years. I know my dad has not done anything because he is a good man." He posted his letters last 
December; the prime minister sent an acknowledgment slip, but no reply; Prince Charles wrote back saying he was 
saddened, but couldn't help. 

The British government could help. Jamil's solicitor, Irene Nembhard, argues that if the US authorities have any 
evidence that Jamil has been involved in terrorist activity they should pass that intelligence on to the British 
intelligence services so that he can be prosecuted under the Terrorism Act. 

Meanwhile, one of the biggest challenges Sabah says she faces with her children is to stop them hating those who 
have taken their father away from them. At first she told them that their father was delayed from coming home 
because he needed a new passport. Then when she explained that he was in Guantánamo Bay she tried to paint a 
benign picture of the place. 

"One of the children asked me how Jamil manages to do his shopping in Guantánamo Bay. I said that it's a nice place 
where everyone has their food brought to them. Now they think it's some sort of hotel even though they know it's a 
prison. The game they play most is prisons - one of them is locked up and then another unlocks the door and releases 
the prisoner." 

Anas comes home to Sabah with questions the other children at school have asked him about Guantánamo Bay. "One 
boy said to Anas that he'd heard on the radio that people were tortured and beaten there. He came home and asked 
me if that was happening to his dad. I told him that of course that wasn't happening to Jamil. But sometimes I can 
see that he has angry eyes, not a child's eyes. I'm worried that he'll be a dangerous citizen in the future and I don't 
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want that for my child. The children have to be strong but they can't take too much. Who knows how all of this will 
affect them in the future? None of our relatives are here in England and I try to make things up to the children by 
being mum, dad, auntie and grandma to them." 

As Sabah talks, the children sit at the kitchen table drawing pictures. Mohamed constantly draws helicopters with his 
father inside and himself watching the helicopter from the ground. When he sees aeroplanes flying he asks Sabah if 
his father is inside them. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12945  SOURCE: Habersaglik.com

March 21, 2006

Close Guantanamo Say 3,300 Notables

Havana, Mar 20 (Prensa Latina) Former Malaysian PM Mohamad Mahatir has added his signature to those of the 
thousands of world celebrities petitioning to shut down the prison at Guantanamo naval base and other US world 
torture centers.

The document, "Stop Hypocrisy in Human Rights," which condemns the US double standard in human rights 
implemented with the complicity of the European Union, signed by Mahatir, was also signed recently by Ecuadorian 
former President Rodrigo Borja, singer-songwriters Victor Victor and Luis Enrique Mejia Godoy.

Among the signatories also appear Nobel Prize winners Nadine Gordimer, Jose Saramago, Wole Soyinka, Harold 
Pinter, Dario Fo, Mairead Corrigan Maguire, Zhores Alfiorov, Adolfo Perez Esquivel and Rigoberta Menchu.

The text, published by the Network of Networks in Defense of Humankind on March 14, condemns the US-EU 
manipulation of the human rights issue and the double standard both nations spearhead in their alleged war on 
terrorism.

It also slams their complicity with the imprisonment and torture of prisoners at the US illegally-held naval base of 
Guantanamo.

"Following the revelation by new videos of torture committed by the US army on Iraqi prisoners, the UN Human Rights 
Commission will hold its 62nd session in Geneva on March 20," informed the text.

World luminaries who signed the document assured "the US and its allies of the European Union have repeatedly 
prevented the Commission from condemning massive violations of human rights under the pretext of promoting the 
so-called war on terrorism." hr/ccs/ecq/js 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12966  SOURCE: PlEnglish.com

Former Gitmo Detainees Speak of Abuse

By FOSTER KLUG Associated Press Writer 

WASHINGTON — America risks convicting the innocent and letting the guilty evade justice in how it handles detainees 
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the military attorney defending an Australian terror suspect held at the U.S. prison camp 
said Monday.

Maj. Michael Mori, a Marine Corps lawyer, told an audience at George Washington University that no civilized justice 
system would accept "information being acquired potentially under torture or questionable methods."
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Mori spoke after several former detainees recounted their experiences at the camp, which holds roughly 500 
prisoners. Most were taken in the aftermath of the U.S.-led invasion of Afghanistan following the Sept. 11, 2001, 
attacks.

Mori's client, David Hicks, was caught in December 2001, allegedly while fighting alongside Afghanistan's ousted 
Taliban regime. He has pleaded innocent to charges that include attempted murder and aiding the enemy.

"When you use an imbalanced system," Mori said, "all you do is risk convicting the innocent and providing someone 
who may be truly guilty with a valid complaint to challenge their conviction."

He added: "There are no rules. They change every day."

Only a handful of Guantanamo prisoners have been charged. Others have been released, usually to their home 
countries.

Tarek Dergoul, who spent two years imprisoned at Guantanamo, said he was forced to watch as Americans stepped 
on a Quran, wrote slurs on its pages and then threw the holy book into a toilet. He said by video link from London that 
his beard was shaved and his eyes sprayed with pepper spray.

"Guantanamo was a shambles," Dergoul said. "It is creating, as they say, terrorists. ... It's doing no justice for 
America; there's no information being extracted."

The U.S. government has denied some previous reports of abuse of the Quran, specifically a Newsweek magazine 
report that a copy was flushed down a toilet. Newsweek later retracted the report, which sparked riots that left dozens 
of people dead.

Shafiq Rasul, who spent more than two years at Guantanamo, said he was forced to admit to appearing on a video 
with al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden. Rasul said he had been working in England when the video was made.

Interrogators, he said, isolated him for the better part of three months, his legs shackled while they blasted loud 
music into his cell until he confessed.

"I was going crazy," Rasul said. "My mind-set was, 'I have to get out of isolation because I can't hack it no more.'"

Attorney Joshua Colangelo-Bryan spoke of attempting to win more freedoms for a client held in isolation who had tried 
several times to kill himself.

The U.S. military, he said, argued in part that the prisoner was not isolated because he had been interrogated 29 
times over two years.

"Is there another case anywhere in the history of Anglo-American jurisprudence where it was argued that a person is 
not isolated, and in fact has meaningful interaction with other human beings, because he is interrogated?" Colangelo-
Bryan asked.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12964  SOURCE: Houston Chronicle

More Yemeni Guantanamo Detainees Than US Admit

By Observer Staff

SANA'A– There are more Yemeni detainees in the US-Guantanamo Bay prison than the US authorities admit, an 
official source has claimed.
While officially the US say there are 106 Yemeni detainees, there are actually 130 Yemeni nationals, according to a 
report on the official 26sep.net website.

The source claimed that the actual number of Yemenis in the camp in Cuba was calculated by letters sent by 
detainees to their families in Yemen, via the International Committee of the Red Cross.
A recent study claimed that 95% of the Yemeni detainees in Guantanamo, many who were arrested in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan, have no links to Al-Qaeda, Saba news reported. Only the remaining 5% are believed to have been 
involved in military operations, although none have faced trial.
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The study claimed that most detainees used to work as teachers of Arabic and of the Holy Quran in Afghanistan, being 
paid US$100 if they were married, US$50 if single.
The study added that US authorities have no evidence to convict the 95%, pointing out that not all the Yemeni 
detainees were arrested during military operations in Afghanistan.
Many of those held in the secretive prison were named earlier this March when the US defence department released 
the names and nationalities of some of the inmates detained at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

The names did not appear as a simple list, but were included within 6,000 pages of documents posted on the 
Pentagon's website. 
They are transcripts of tribunals in which the 500 detainees were screened and their combat status assessed. The 
transcripts have been released before, but with the names blacked out. 
The files have been released as a result of a Freedom of Information Act request filed by the US Associated Press 
news agency. It was the first time most of the names have been made public, according to the BBC. 
However, is unclear how many names the transcripts contain. In most cases the person speaking is identified only as 
"detainee".  

Names appear only when court officials or detainees refer to people by name. 
However, human rights groups say the release of the full transcripts was a significant blow against US government 
secrecy. 
Activists say the new information will help in piecing together the personal histories of the detainees and in judging 
how many of them really pose a threat to the US as the US military insists they do. 

Detainees were screened at the Combatant Status Review Tribunals with a view to categorizing them as "enemy 
combatants". 
However only inmates who underwent Combatant Status Review Tribunals have been named. It is therefore possible 
there are other prisoners, known as "ghost" detainees, at Guantanamo, according to the BBC.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12963  SOURCE: Yemen Observer

Guantanamo Film 'Gets US Release'

A US film distributor has signed a deal to release The Road to Guantanamo, about three British Muslims held at the 
detention camp, in the US and Canada. 

Roadside Attractions will distribute the film by British director Michael Winterbottom, said Screen Daily. 

Co-president Howard Cohen said the movie would leave viewers "thinking about Guantanamo in a new way". 

The film got 1.6m viewers when Channel 4 showed it as part of a simultaneous cinema, DVD and download March 
release. 

The movie won a Silver Bear award at Berlin Film Festival last month. 

Cohen said: "We think this film is a visceral punch to the gut that will leave everyone thinking about Guantanamo in a 
new way. 

"It plays like a thriller, but it also shows the real-life struggle of nations to balance fighting terrorism with preserving 
human rights." 

Eventual release 

The Road to Guantanamo tells the story of the Tipton Three from the West Midlands, who went to Pakistan to arrange 
a wedding. 

They were picked up as terrorist suspects in Afghanistan and taken to Guantanamo Bay, where they were held for two 
years. 

The men were eventually released in 2004 without charge. 
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The film depicts treatment meted out at the camp and was made at a cost of £1.5m. 

On returning from Berlin last month, the actors who play the British inmates were questioned by police at Luton 
airport under anti-terrorism laws before being released without arrest. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12961  SOURCE: BBC News

Winterbottom's Provocative Guantanamo Film Acquired by Roadside, Set 
for Summer Release in U.S.

by Eugene Hernandez 

Roadside Attractions has acquired North American rights to Michael Winterbottom and Matt Whitecross's "The Road to 
Guantanamo," which premiered at the 2006 Berlin International Film Festival and won the Silver Bear prize for best 
director. The true story of three British men who were held in an American military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, 
the hybrid doc/dramatization blends news images, documentary footage, and dramatic re-creations of the lads' 
experiences as detainees for more than two years at the detention center. It will have its U.S. festival debut next 
month at the Tribeca Film Festival and Roadside is planning an early summer release.

In Berlin where the film received considerable international media attention, directors Michael Winterbottom and Mat 
Whitecross sat alongside Shafiq Rasul and Ruhel Ahmed, the subjects of the new film. Some charged the movie was 
particulary critical of the U.S. and British forces as it arrived at the festival on the same day that a draft report from 
the United Nations made news, accusing the U.S. of torture at the detention center in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and 
calling for either trials or the release of detainees there.

"We are trying to show what happened to them from their point of view," explained Winterbottom during a Berlin 
press conference. By blending fiction with doc footage, Winterbottom said that he hoped to find the best way to depict 
what these three men endured. "In the end we are just trying to tell the story as it is. To tell the story of these three 
people, not to tell the general story."

"These are bad people," U.S. president George W. Bush is seen saying as "The Road to Guantanamo" opens. He, and 
later U.S. defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld, are pictured in news footage defending the existence of the base and 
it's detaining of prisoners, hundreds of which have already been released with no charges. U.S. leaders, and in 
particular U.S. military soldiers working the base in Guantanamo are depicted as brutal captors, leading one journalist 
at the press conference to question such a negative portrayal of Americans.

Asked, in his first question from the media in Berlin, how the U.S. government may react to his new film, 
Winterbottom said directly, "I don't know and I don't really care to be honest."

"We think this film is a visceral punch to the gut that will leave everyone thinking about Guantanamo in a new way," 
said Howard Cohen, Roadside Co-President, in a statement today. "It plays like a thriller, but it also shows the real-life 
struggle of nations to balance fighting terrorism with preserving human rights."

At the 2006 Berlin International Film Festival, talking about the film "The Road to Guantanamo" are (left to right) 
Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal, Mat Whitecross and Michael Winterbottom.The deal was negotiated by Eric d'Arbeloff, Co-
President of Roadside Attractions and Joy Wong of The Works on behalf of the filmmakers. The film, funded by 
Channel Four Television in the U.K., was produced in association with Screen West Midlands, Co-directed by Michael 
Winterbottom and Mat Whitecross and produced by Andrew Eaton and Melissa Parmenter for Revolution Films. Among 
Roadside's recent releases are "Sarah Silverman: Jesus Is Magic," "What The Bleep Do We Know?", and "Super Size 
Me."

Traveling to Pakistan for a wedding shortly after 9/11, the three young British men -- Ruhel Ahmed, Asif Iqbal, and 
Shafiq Rasul -- eventually made their way to Afghanistan to try to aid bombing victims there. But, through an 
unfortunate sequence of events, they were mistaken as members of the Taliban, rounded up, and then tortured and 
held for more than two years, despite a lack of proof of their terrorist ties. They were eventually released but have yet 
to gain an official acknowledgement of their innocence. They apparently also faced detainment by British customs 
when returning to England after the Berlin fest.

"It was very emotional being there, seeing the other detainees, the things that they are going through," explained 
detainee Shafiq Rasul at the Berlinale press conference. "We had it rough, but we didn't have it as bad as others, for 
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example Arabs -- we could communicate." Continuing he explained, "People who couldn't speak English were having a 
very hard time. If you were Arab, you were (considered) a member of Al Qaeda no matter what."

"I don't think the film is anti-American in any sense," Winterbottom said in Berlin. "I am sure there are as many 
people in America who are as opposed to Guantanamo as in Britain. What we are saying is that what is happening in 
Guantanamo -- and the fact that Guantanamo exists -- is shocking. Imagine what it would be like if you were caught 
up in that system (with) no charges."

Asked how they endured extended torture and imprisonment for more than two years, Shafiq Rasul explained, "If it 
weren't for our religion, I don't think we'd have been able to get through it -- Islam tells us to be patient, that's what 
we did, we were patient. We knew that one day we'd be out of there and we just had to be patient."

Finally at the press conference, the two detainees were asked how they personally grapple with the reality of their 
ordeal, and how they recover. "You have to start living your life," Shafiq Rasul explained, "You have to not forget 
about I, but put it in the back of your head. We are never going to forget about it. My main thing -- at this point -- is 
that the people there, we know they didn't do anything. There are British residents."

Concluding, he added, "Hopefully, this film will help show the world what's going on in Guantanamo."

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12974  SOURCE: Indiewire.com

Injustice, Again

Britain is shamed by the government's refusal to take responsibility for the British residents held in 
Guantanamo.

Victoria Brittain

The government lawyers' admission in court late last week that MI5 provided information to the US authorities about 
a group of British citizens and residents who travelled to the West African state of Gambia on business in late 2002, 
should be an important step forward towards justice for the families of eight British residents held in Guantanamo Bay 
and tortured by the US authorities ever since. (We knew this three years ago from some of those arrested and then 
released, but the government would never admit it) 

Two of these men, Bisher al Rawi, an Iraqi exile, and Jamil el Banna, a Palestinian refugee, were arrested in Gambia 
in 2002 and flown to Bagram and then Guantanamo. The UK has been refusing for more than three years to take the 
slightest responsibility for them and the other six prisoners - several of whom have British children living here, and all 
of whom have families here.

The UK government position on Jamil and Bisher is absolutely inexplicable. They know the two men are innocent - MI5 
knew both men, who were famously obliging, including to MI5. Over a year ago, when all the nine British citizens had 
finally been released from Guantanamo, the campaign for these residents began to attract support - notably from the 
Liberal Democrat MPs, Edward Davey and Sarah Teather, whose constituencies include the two families, but it has 
been uphill work. Every meeting held in the House of Commons to explain the appalling fate these men have met, 
attracts a few MPS and a handful of Lords. They are inevitably outraged at the stories they hear, and promise to talk 
to "Jack" and "Charles". But neither the Home Office nor the Foreign Office has made any move to help the men.

Later this week, in a Judicial Review case prepared by their solicitor Gareth Peirce, we will hear government lawyers 
argue in court why the two men's families, and the family of a third man, Omar Deghayes, a Libyan from Brighton, do 
not the right to have the UK government petition the US for their release.

In the many ugly stories around Guantanamo, this one, with the clear British responsibility for the arrest of Bisher and 
Jamil, and British refusal to help them ever since, is one of the most shaming.

"Jack" and "Charles" have unattractive records for many things, but the spite, and the racism that has made these 
innocent men - refugees in Britain - expendable, is unforgivable. As I wrote a week ago about the Tipton Three and 
Moazzam Begg, the denial of justice to British muslims will corrode the social fabric of this country far into the future.

Comment on this article

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12972  SOURCE: Commentisfree.guardian.co.uk
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March 22, 2006

Interview with Dr David Nicholl

On March 11, 2006, an explosive letter appeared in Britain's prestigious medical journal,   The Lancet  , decrying the 
treatment of detainees at Guantanamo Bay, and in particular, the practice of force-feeding hunger-striking detainees. 
Dr. David Nicholl, a neurologist based in Birmingham, England, and a human rights activist, was the lead signatory to 
that letter, which was signed by over 250 physicians from throughout the world. Subsequently, Dr. Nicholl was 
interviewed by the BBC, by Britain's Channel 4, and by CNN.

On March 19, 2006, Dr. Nicholl was kind enough to answer a few of my own questions, by exchange of e-mails. 

The Talking Dog Largely for solipsistic reasons involving being in downtown Manhattan myself, my obligatory first 
question is always "where were you on 11 September 2001"? I'll start with that question. I'll then also ask you were 
you were on the day of the London bombings (7 July 2005), and, because I know that you hail from Belfast, Northern 
Ireland, and that you have had medical training in, among other places, Cape Town, South Africa, I would like to 
know if you have ever been directly involved with seeing terrorism, as either a witness, or for example, providing 
medical treatment to its victims (and I'll consider "the troubles" or anything associated with the fall of apartheid to fall 
into that category)? 

David Nicholl: 11th Sept 2001, I was on holiday on a beach in Wales on a beautiful sunny day watching my 1 year 
old daughter crawling across the sand. Truly a perfect day, and then I switched the car radio on, and all our lives 
changed. 

7th July, 2005- sitting in clinic examining a patient when my cell phone goes off, and its my registrar calling telling me 
not to come down to London for a scheduled meeting as there are bombs going off everywhere. My registrar missed 
the Russells Square bomb by about 5 minutes. 

Northern Ireland- no direct involvement with acts of terrorism. Best friend's dad was murdered by Republican 
terrorists. My Dad's car was stolen by IRA for a bank robbery (left a few empty rounds in the trunk I recall). A very 
close relative was a high ranking officer in an army regiment responsible for one half of Northern Ireland- to be 
honest, I don't know how he is still alive as he lived very close to the border in a very dangerous area, so he could 
have been picked off by the IRA without too much bother. 

Medical treatment of victims- I have seen many asylum seekers as patients who have been witnesses to. e.g. the 
Srebrenica massacre in Bosnia, victims of torture from Iran and Iraq, bombings in Afghanistan etc., etc. 

I worked in Cape Town in 1994 just before the first democratic election- very interesting time as everyone predicted 
there would be a civil war when there wasn't. 

After school, I was a foreign exchange student in Boca Raton, Florida in 1983-84. I can still recall this student saying 
with pride that her granddad sent $50/month to support the IRA. I didn't know what to say to her. The next day, the 
IRA blew up Harrods in London killing 6 and injuring 75 others in an indiscriminate attack. I wish could have spoken to 
her then!! 

The Talking Dog: Can you tell me about your work with human rights groups, specifically Amnesty International UK 
and Physicians for Human Rights, and any others, and what led to your involvement? Included in that question, I 
understand that you ran the London Flora Marathon last year in an orange jump suit and chains to raise money for 
Amnesty International. Can you comment further on that experience?

David Nicholl: I am also involved with Reprieve and Medical Foundation for Care of Victims of Torture.

Information about the marathon experience is at Dave's 2005 marathon challenge.

Where do I begin? Like all good stories, everything I'm about to say is true, but some names have been changed to 
protect identities. I am a 40 year old consultant neurologist at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital and City Hospital, 
Birmingham. I have been a member of Amnesty International (AI) for 20 years since I was a medical student, but 
have never really been an activist. I've written the odd letter, but never joined a local AI group. I am happily married 
with 3 young children and live in a very comfortable part of rural Worcestershire where most people's idea of stress is 
whether to have a new BMW or a new Audi, and what their personalised number plate should be.

So what made me run the Flora London Marathon (FLM) dressed as a Guantanamo internee? The turning point for me 
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was after September 11th. I had become a Christian in 2000 after the birth of our first child, and I can still recall a 
very powerful sermon which our Minister gave just prior to the outbreak of the Afghanistan conflict. Essentially his 
message boiled down to "turning the other cheek" and the West needed to face up to the fundamental injustices 
between the developed and developing World. I didn't agree with that sermon at that time, and basically felt we 
should bomb the hell out of Bin Laden and the Taliban, but clearly there was a message in that sermon which 
ultimately struck a chord. In 2002, I became increasingly disturbed at the worsening racial tensions within this 
country, the Iraq war, human rights abuses within Iraq against everybody, Guantanamo Bay etc and general air of 
Islamophobia etc. I was very impressed by the dignity with which Azmat Begg (father of detainee Moazeem Begg) had 
spoke out for justice for his son. Similarly, I became increasingly irritated by the inaction of the government on this 
issue when I and others wrote letters etc. In 2004, I started running, largely because of the inspiration of one of my 
friends who started running as she overcome breast cancer. Then just prior to running my first Great North Run, when 
I was out running (and having a quiet prayer) minding my own business, when I really felt God speaking to me. I 
always wanted to run the London marathon, but what would Jesus do if he was running the marathon? Jesus was an 
asylum seeker, immigrant and also detained without trial and crucified. Well I can't change being a white middle class 
Christian doctor, but I can show the world that Christians do care wherever they see abuse and pain. Indeed the very 
fact I did not meet the usual activist stereotype and wasn't Muslim made the image all the more powerful..I was not 
one of the "Usual Suspects." as far as the Press were concerned. So I suppose my inspiration was very much along 
the lines of the "Good Samaritan". Originally, I had thought of running the New York marathon dressed like this, but 
(fortunately) my wife became pregnant which put paid to this altogether more risky strategy.

Just before Christmas 2004, I found out that I had a place with Amnesty for the marathon and that settled it. I e-
mailed all my mates on New Years eve to let them know what I was planning for 2005, and started trawling the 
Internet for appropriate clothing as essentially I needed to have an outfit that was both convincing and that I could 
run 26 miles in.alive!! In addition, I approached Azmat Begg (via the Guanatanamo Human Rights Commission), as I 
wanted to make sure that the Begg family were agreeable with my plan, and I started my running training in earnest. 
Eventually I sourced a 
medical equipment company medical equipment company that made orange surgical scrubs. Ironically, the outfits 
were actually made in George Bush's home state of Texas.

In February 2005, I went to a service of thanksgiving for the release of Moazzem Begg and the remaining British 
citizens from Guantanamo at St Martins-in-the-Field Church near Trafalgar Square organised by the Guantanamo 
Human Rights Commission. The vicar recounted how this church in many ways was where Amnesty International 
began. The catalyst for the original campaign was Peter Benenson's sense of outrage after reading an article on the 
Tube about the arrest and imprisonment of two students in a café in Lisbon, Portugal, who had drunk a toast to 
liberty. He reportedly got off the train and sat in one of the back pews of St Martins-in-the-Field thinking about what 
could be done. From that idea, he helped set up AI in 1961. As I thought about this, I thought how angry I was about 
Guantanamo, I quickly popped out of the service to change into my Guantanamo gear. Afterwards I went up to Terry 
Waite, told him what I was doing, and asked for his picture to help with publicity. This subsequently helped with 
'hooking' the Press onto the story later.

As my training came on, I realized I needed to do a 'test' run in full kit to see what problem there might be. Being 
discrete, I needed to know how much Vaseline to use and where! However, I also thought this would be an excellent 
press opportunity by doing a half-marathon in my gear from my home to the Law Courts in the centre of Birmingham 
where I was met by Moazzam Begg and his family. The week before the AI press office and gone overboard so there 
were lots of local radio and TV interviews the week before and the day of the run. It was an odd way to have my first 
meeting with Moazzam Begg. A pack of journalists running after me asking for my first impression of Moazzam whilst 
trying to catch my breath after 12 miles of running. My first impression was actually "He's short", but I realised that 
this was not exactly the profound quote the Press would be looking for, so I went for "I think he's incredibly brave to 
face you lot after what he's been through" or something similar.

When I saw my TV interview, I realized that you shouldn't talk about human rights after running, there is just too 
much adrenaline going- you look angry, and hence people think you're probably a nutter! Nonetheless, both AI and I 
were extremely pleased with the Press coverage. A few weeks later, I was due to go to my home town of Belfast for a 
neurological conference, so I contacted the Belfast Amnesty office to see if it was worth doing a similar stunt when I 
was over in Belfast. We did a similar run to the US consulate and were covered in all the Northern Irish and Irish 
papers, The Times and local radio and TV..I made sure I stayed calm this time- Alistair Campbell would have been 
proud of me! However, the Belfast run had been difficult for lots of reasons. World events never get viewed quite the 
same way in Northern Ireland as they do in the rest of the planet. At the start of my week, I had a very close relative 
tell me that "Amnesty were a bunch of IRA sympathizers". By the end of that week, that same relative had given me a 
£50 sponsorship cheque- this told me that no-one is immune to change.

Thus with the final week of my marathon training, the pressure was really on. There was the very real anxiety as to 
whether I would even finish due to a knee injury that I'd picked 3 weeks before the race. Believe me, it is not the 
marathon that is a killer, it is all that training. Plus, the amount of e-mail and press stuff was building up. On the final 
Friday, the London Amnesty office had confirmation that I plus 5 others could go to the steps of Downing Street the 
day before the marathon to hand in a letter of protest. In addition, BBC News 24 said they wanted to do a live studio 
interview. So I drove down to London with the family more nervous about the events for the day before the marathon 
rather than the day itself. Anyhow the News 24 interview went great on the Saturday morning. In fact, too well. When 
I got down to Downing Street and met the relatives of some of the British residents who are still being held in 
Guantanamo, it was pretty clear someone from No 10's press office had seen the interview and basically thought we 
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can't have this lot on the steps of Downing Street three weeks before the Election. Our access had mysteriously been 
denied. 

Nonetheless it was humbling to meet the 3 families of current detainees (Saeed Siddique, 62, father-in-law of a British 
resident - Shaker Abdur-Raheem Aamer (originally from Saudi Arabia) - being held in Guantanamo Bay. Mr Aamer, 
38, has been held without charge or trial at Guantanamo Bay since February 2002. Amani Deghayes, sister of British 
resident - Omar Deghayes (originally from Libya) - being held in Guantanamo Bay. Mohammed Kiyemba, whose 
brother Jamal Kiyemba (originally from Uganda) - another UK resident - is similarly being held in Cuba. 

The day of the race, the atmosphere was fantastic. Several runners came up to me, who had clearly seen the News 24 
interview, and this definitely spurred me on.

Humour is a fantastic way to get people to think of even a very complex issue such as Guantanamo Bay. I did this in 2 
ways:

By singing Englebert Humperdink's "Please Release Me en route (see photo) and by shouting out at the end of each 
mile "Only another 25 miles of torture to go", I have to say my fellow runners got somewhat fatigued with this tactic 
by the half-way mark, but the crowd seemed to still find the joke funny. I also had a very loud whistle to draw 
attention to myself for those who were colour blind.

Having not been an activist before, the marathon has had a profound affect on me. I've got fitter, more confident and 
spiritually stronger. I'm working on other campaigns, eg trying to get Fair Trade Products into hospitals. This running 
is a dangerous malarkey!

What was the weirdest thing BEFORE the marathon? Finding out that the shackles used in Guantanamo are made by a 
Birmingham company! 

What was the weirdest thing AFTER the marathon? 

Finding out that during my training runs, I'd been running past the front door of the chairman of the above shackle 
company. No prizes for guessing what the next campaign was then! 

The Talking Dog In your letter you asserted that the military had a specific policy of not assigning medical personnel 
to Guantanamo unless they indicated that they had no qualms about involuntary force-feeding. What is the basis of 
your knowledge of that?

David Nicholl: This is documented in the New England Journal of Medicine, December 15th 2005 edition. Another 
version of that article is here. 

The Talking Dog: I had heard from at least one detainee's counsel that his understanding was that prior to the 
hunger strikes of prisoners, the quality of medical care at Guantanamo for detainees was "comparable to perhaps 
good veterinarians", but since the hunger strikes, the military has brought in very skilled practitioners to keep these 
people alive (whether they like it or not). Can you comment on that? 

These questions can best be answered by reading the government's own court papers from the Al Joudi case involving 
conditions for Guantanamo detainees can be found in these links:

Al Joudi court papers, part 1, 
part 2, 
part 3, and 
part 4. 

Of particular interest are 

Dr. Edmondson's Affidavit, and 
Dr. Edmondson's letter to me.

The restraint chairs they use are at this link.
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The Talking Dog: Can you tell me if you have spoken to detainees, or detainees' counsel?

I've spoken to Clive Stafford-Smith, human rights lawyer, and counsel to a number of detainees numerous times. I've 
also spoken to Moazzeem Begg, ex Gitmo detainee (from the UK), numerous times, and to Mamdouh Habib, ex Gitmo 
detainee who was forcefed (from Australia); he has spoken to me once.

The Talking Dog: I understand that there is a civil action pending in California concerning possible professional 
discipline for violating medical ethics against the medical director at Guantanamo, Captain John Edmondson. Are you 
familiar with that action, and do you have anything to do with it? 

David Nicholl: I have lodged complaints against Dr. Edmondson to medical authorities in California and Georgia. 

I'm sure join all of my readers in thanking Dr. Nicholl for being kind enough to take the time to answer my questions, 
and to provide the documents he sent along that shed a great deal of light on specific aspects of how detainees at 
Guantanamo are being treated in American custody, as well as the contentions of those responsible for their care. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12975  SOURCE: The Talking Dog

Guantanamo: Khalid Freed, Yadel Remains in Prison

PARIS ( AP) - Judge of the liberties and the detention released on Tuesday Ridouane Khalid but Brahim Yadel, two of 
seven French people to have been held on the American base of Guantanamo (Cuba), remained in prison, as it was 
learnt by judicial sources.

Ridouane Khalid, 38 years, is the fifth Frenchman to be released. This one will be implemented at the end of week. 

If the Parquet (Public Prosecutor's Department) of Paris did not oppose that is released, he(it) was him(it) as for the 
release of Brahim Yadel, 33 years considering that he would not respect the conditions of bail , as it was clarified the 
same sources.

Imprisoned within the framework of the inquiry on possible attacksduring the Football World Cup in Paris in 1998, 
Brahim Yadel was bailed before leaving for Afghanistan in March, 2000. In December, 2000, he was one-year-old 
condemned person of detention. 

His lawyer, Mrs Jean-Baptist Rozès, appealed of the decision to continue to detain him.

Ridouane Khalid was arrested in December, 2001 in Afghanistan. Transferred to Guantanamo, he was repatriated to 
France in March, 2005 with two other French people in the term of an agreement between France and the United 
States. 

Brahim Yadel was arrested in Afghanistan after the American intervention. Having been held in Guantanamo, he 
was released to France, with three other prisoners, in July, 2004. 

Seven French people detained on the American base of Guantanamo in Cuba were repatriated on two occasions. In 
July, 2004, returned after three years of detention, Imad Kanouni, Nizar Sassi, Mourad Benchellali and Brahim Yadel. 
Three last ones were repatriated in March, 2005: Ridouane Khalid, Khaled ben Mustafa and Indien Mustaq Ali Patel. 
Without any Islamist links, the latter was freed on his return without being indicted. 
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Six were indicted for "criminal conspiracy in connection with a terrorist company" and imprisoned within the 
framework of the inquiry on the French people de Guantanamo opened in Paris in 2002. The inquiry touches its end 
and the lawsuit has to be held in Paris before summer. 
The judge of the liberties and the detention had been seized by the committing magistrate Jean-Louis Bruguière who 
wished to prolong the committal of both men(people). The legal restriction of Ridouane Khalid imposes on him(her) to 
appear once a week in a commissionership. AP 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12980  SOURCE: Nouvelobs

Guantanamo Three Seek UK Court Order

Lawyers for three UK residents held by the US at Guantanamo Bay are returning to the High Court to try to force Jack 
Straw to press for their release. 

Last month they were given leave to seek a court order forcing the foreign secretary to act on the men's behalf. 

The government says it cannot represent Bisher al-Rawi, Jamil el-Banna and Omar Deghayes as they are not UK 
citizens. 

But it says it has conveyed concerns about the men to the US on a purely humanitarian basis. 

The men are among at least five UK residents still thought to be held at the US-run camp in Cuba. 

The hearing is expected to last for three days. 

At a hearing at the High Court in February, Mr Justice Collins said claims of torture at the US-run camp might mean 
the UK government had an obligation to act for the men. 

However, he added there were "formidable arguments" against the detainees' case. 

Mr Justice Collins, who ruled recently that the case was "arguable" and should go to a full hearing, commented when 
giving leave that America's idea of what constituted torture "is not the same as ours and doesn't appear to coincide 
with that of most civilised countries".

Lord Justice Latham and Mr Justice Tugendhat, sitting in London, will consider the full application for judicial review at 
a hearing expected to last three days.

The Government's counsel, Philip Sales, is expected to argue that it is only through the medium of their nationality 
that persons can seek to enjoy the obligations placed on a state by international law.

The three detainees were long-term residents of the UK, although not British citizens.

Mr al-Rawi, 37, an Iraqi national who had lived in Britain since 1985, and his Jordanian business partner Mr el-Banna, 
who was granted refugee status in 2000, were detained three years ago in Gambia - "far from any theatre of war", 
says their QC, Rabinder Singh.

They were alleged to have been associated with al Qaida through their connection with the radical Muslim cleric Abu 
Qatada.

But Mr Singh is expected to argue that Mr al-Rawi's contact with Qatada was "expressly approved and encouraged by 
British intelligence" to whom he supplied information about the cleric

'Forgotten prisoners' 

Human rights' group Amnesty International says the men have been UK residents in the past, although no UK 
nationals remain among the 500 people now held at Guantanamo Bay. 

Amnesty says the government's "reluctance" to act on behalf of these residents is "shameful" and the men are 
"forgotten prisoners". 
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The government says it cannot provide the same level of diplomatic protection for residents as it does for British 
citizens. 

But a Foreign Office spokesman said ministers had met representatives of some of the UK residents being detained. 

Libyan-born Mr Deghayes, 36, of Brighton, has been held at Guantanamo for three years. 

He was arrested in Pakistan and accused of committing terrorist acts against the United States, but his lawyers claim 
it is a case of mistaken identity. 

Father assassinated 

He fled Libya for Britain in the 1980s after his father was assassinated. He was granted refugee status in the UK, 
where he was educated and applied for British citizenship. 

Businessman Mr al-Rawi, who is in his late 30s, is an Iraqi citizen with UK residency. He was reportedly sent to 
England in 1985 after his father was arrested by Saddam Hussein's secret police. 

Amnesty says he and his friend Mr al-Banna, a Jordanian refugee who had been living in north-west London, were 
arrested in November 2002 at Banjul airport, during a business trip to Gambia, on suspicion of having links to 
terrorism. 

Mr al-Banna, a father of five, has not seen his youngest daughter who was born in April 2003. 

Nine British citizens formerly detained at Guantanamo Bay have already been freed. 
 
http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=12978  SOURCE: BBC News, The Guardian

March 23, 2006

UK Residents Seek Guantanamo Release at High Court

By Simon Freeman
 
  
Lawyers for three long-term British residents held at Guantanamo Bay will return to the High Court today to demand 
the intervention of the Foreign Secretary in securing their release.

The Foreign Office has so far refused to petition the United States on the detainees' behalf, arguing that although the 
men have lived in the UK they are not naturalised citizens.

Lawyers for Bisher al-Rawi, Jamil el-Banna and Omar Deghayes were granted leave to bring today's case after 
suggesting that allegations of torture at the detention facility in Cuba obliged the government to act on moral 
grounds.

Mr Justice Collins ruled last month that such a case was arguable. He commented that America’s definition of torture 
"is not the same as ours... and doesn’t appear to coincide with that of most civilised countries". He added that there 
were also formidable arguments against the case.

Lord Justice Latham and Mr Justice Tugendhat, sitting in London, will consider the full application for judicial review at 
a hearing expected to last three days. The treatment of detainees at the camp, described as "cruel, inhuman and 
degrading" by the United Nations, is likely to be the focus of scrutiny.

Philip Sales, counsel for the Government, will counter the claim by arguing that the ministers cannot provide the same 
level of diplomatic protection to British residents as it does for British citizens.
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Nine British nationals who had been detained at Camp Delta have been flown back to the UK and released without 
charge. At least five UK residents are thought to remain.

Mr al-Rawi, 37, an Iraqi national who had lived in Britain since 1985, and his Jordanian business partner Mr el-Banna, 
who was granted refugee status in 2000, were detained three years ago in Gambia - "far from any theatre of war", 
says their QC, Rabinder Singh.

They were alleged to have been associated with al-Qaeda through their connection with the radical Muslim cleric Abu 
Qatada.

But Mr Singh is expected to argue that Mr al-Rawi’s contact with Qatada was "expressly approved and encouraged by 
British intelligence" to whom he supplied information about the cleric.

Intelligence operatives assured Mr al-Rawi that, should he run into trouble, they would intervene and assist him.

Mr el-Banna was said to have been in possession of "a home-made electronic device" at the time of his arrest. His 
lawyers say it was a battery charger bought from catalogue shop Argos.

Mr Deghayes, a 35-year-old law graduate granted asylum from Libya in the UK 15 years ago, was detained in 
Pakistan. His name was said to be on the FBI’s "most wanted" list. His legal team says he is the victim of mistaken 
identity.

In a diary, he made allegations of torture and abuse of his fellow detainees and wrote of his intention to go on hunger 
strike."We are dying a slow death in here," he wrote.

Amnesty has accused the government's reluctance to intervene as shameful, describing the three men as "forgotten 
prisoners".
 
http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13005  SOURCE: The Times

Watchdog Demands Guantanamo Probe

Rights group says Khadr at urgent risk
By CP

WASHINGTON -- An international human-rights watchdog is demanding U.S. officials intervene to protect Canadian 
teenager Omar Khadr from torture at Guantanamo Bay. 

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, affiliated with the Organization of American States, said yesterday 
Khadr faces an "urgent risk of irreparable harm." 

The commission's finding, after a one-day hearing last week, said American authorities must ensure Khadr, 19, isn't 
subjected to abuse, prolonged isolation or interrogation tactics that fail to comply with international standards. 

The group demanded an impartial investigation into Khadr's torture allegations and prosecution of anyone found 
guilty. Officials must also ensure no statements obtained through cruel or degrading treatment be accepted in legal 
proceedings against the teen, the commission said. 

The watchdog gave the U.S. government 15 days to respond to its requests. So far, officials have refused to comply 
with five other urgent directives related to Guantanamo issued by the commission since March 2002. 

U.S. officials have always denied detainees are tortured, but a Pentagon spokesman said they're considering issuing 
new instructions to military commissions specifically prohibiting evidence extracted by those means. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13010  SOURCE: Calgary Sun
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Pentagon Considers Barring Evidence From Torture in Guantanamo

By THOM SHANKER

WASHINGTON, March 22 — The Defense Department is considering a formal rule prohibiting the introduction of 
evidence obtained through torture at military tribunals for terror suspects detained at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, a 
Pentagon spokesman said Wednesday.

At present, the introduction of evidence gained through torture is not expressly prohibited, although military 
prosecutors have said that such evidence would not be permitted.

While Pentagon and military officials insist that the rules for detention of terror suspects at Guantánamo already bar 
torture, lawyers for some detainees have said that some of the more extreme interrogation measures are tantamount 
to torture.

"We have not, to this point, believed that a specific commission rule was necessary, and in fact to some degree would 
erroneously suggest that torture had actually occurred," said Bryan Whitman, a Pentagon spokesman.

At a morning meeting with reporters, Mr. Whitman said the Defense Department had decided to consider a "formal 
instruction" banning evidence gathered through torture, to "eliminate any doubt from people's minds."

Mr. Whitman said the department was honoring Article 15 of the United Nations Convention Against Torture.

The Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday that the new rule would be released this week, although Mr. Whitman 
said no final decision had been made.

The Supreme Court has deferred action on the Bush administration's motion to dismiss a case challenging the 
constitutionality of the tribunals, officially called military commissions, that the government has established to try 
terror suspects now being held at the United States naval base at Guantánamo.

The justices agreed in November, over administration objections, to hear the case, and scheduled arguments for next 
week.
Barring Evidence From Torture Is Considered 
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WASHINGTON, March 22 — The Defense Department is considering a formal rule prohibiting the introduction of 
evidence obtained through torture at military tribunals for terror suspects detained at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, a 
Pentagon spokesman said Wednesday.
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At present, the introduction of evidence gained through torture is not expressly prohibited, although military 
prosecutors have said that such evidence would not be permitted.

While Pentagon and military officials insist that the rules for detention of terror suspects at Guantánamo already bar 
torture, lawyers for some detainees have said that some of the more extreme interrogation measures are tantamount 
to torture.
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"We have not, to this point, believed that a specific commission rule was necessary, and in fact to some degree would 
erroneously suggest that torture had actually occurred," said Bryan Whitman, a Pentagon spokesman.

At a morning meeting with reporters, Mr. Whitman said the Defense Department had decided to consider a "formal 
instruction" banning evidence gathered through torture, to "eliminate any doubt from people's minds."

Mr. Whitman said the department was honoring Article 15 of the United Nations Convention Against Torture.

The Wall Street Journal reported on Wednesday that the new rule would be released this week, although Mr. Whitman 
said no final decision had been made.

The Supreme Court has deferred action on the Bush administration's motion to dismiss a case challenging the 
constitutionality of the tribunals, officially called military commissions, that the government has established to try 
terror suspects now being held at the United States naval base at Guantánamo.

The justices agreed in November, over administration objections, to hear the case, and scheduled arguments for next 
week.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13004  SOURCE: New York Times

Court To Decide Future of Detainees' Suits

TONI LOCY

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Faced with hundreds of claims by detainees at Guantanamo Bay, a federal appeals court pressed the 
Bush administration on Wednesday to say how much power judges will have to determine the legality of the 
detentions.

The three-judge panel is being asked to decide whether the Detainee Treatment Act, signed by President Bush on 
Dec. 30, retroactively voids hundreds of lawsuits by abolishing a right to challenge detentions that has been part of 
U.S. legal principles since the nation's founding.

Judges David B. Sentelle and A. Raymond Randolph seemed willing to accept the administration's view that the act 
forces dismissal of more than 200 lawsuits filed in U.S. District Court here on behalf of over 300 detainees.

But no one on the panel appeared to agree with the administration's take on what would happen next if detainees 
sought to essentially transfer their challenges to the appeals court.

Under the act, detainees can file petitions challenging determinations by military tribunals that they are "enemy 
combatants" who can be held without charges indefinitely. Those appeals must be filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit.

For the three judges, the big issue was how much power they and their fellow appeals court judges will have to 
examine the detainees' claims.
Gregory G. Katsas, a Justice Department lawyer, argued that judges would be limited to reviewing the sufficiency of 
the administrative hearings held by the military because the detainees - who are aliens held outside the United States 
- have no rights under the Constitution.
Sentelle was incredulous. He reminded Katsas of a 2004 Supreme Court decision that cleared the way for detainees to 
file court challenges to their detentions.

"You are saying that every single one of their claims are going to fail," Sentelle said. "You are saying that all the 
Supreme Court did ... was give (detainees) a right to file a piece of paper that cannot possibly grant release."

Judge Judith W. Rogers pushed Katsas to tell her whether the appeals court could order a detainee's release if it found 
that the military's hearing was flawed.

When Katsas launched into a lengthy answer, Sentelle became impatient and told the lawyer to answer yes or no.

Sentelle said the panel wanted to know whether the act says "turn him loose," if the appellate court finds problems in 
the military's proceedings.
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Katsas said, "The short answer is yes." But he qualified it, saying the Defense Department would have the power to 
hold an administrative hearing to correct any deficiencies found by the appeals court.

The administration has claimed it indefinitely can hold detainees, even those who are acquitted of war crimes.

Only 10 detainees have been charged with terrorism and war crimes. Nearly 500 detainees are held at the 
Guantanamo Bay prison, which opened in January 2002 to hold suspected al-Qaida and Taliban operatives.

Thomas B. Wilner, a lawyer for the detainees, said he would support the detainee act if it allowed the appeals court to 
conduct in-depth reviews of the circumstances of a detainee's capture and detention.

Stephen H. Oleskey, who also represents detainees, told the panel that the administration does not want judges to 
delve too deeply into whether evidence used to hold prisoners was obtained by torture.

Meantime, a Pentagon official said Wednesday the Defense Department is considering a written rule barring use of 
evidence obtained by torture at criminal trials by military commission.

Until now, Pentagon officials had considered a written rule unnecessary because military prosecutors had promised 
such evidence would not be used at trial.

The Detainee Treatment Act was a compromise reached among Sens. Carl Levin, D-Mich., Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., 
and Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., to address criticism over the military's interrogations tactics and the lengthy detentions at 
Guantanamo.

Wilner said in court papers that Congress overstepped its authority and can bar legal challenges to detention only in 
cases of "rebellion" or "invasion."

"There is no rebellion or invasion," he wrote.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13003  SOURCE: CentreDaily.com

Straw Pledges To Intercede For UK Resident in Guantánamo

Richard Norton-Taylor

The government is to seek the release from Guantánamo Bay of a British resident more than three years after he was 
seized by the CIA following a tipoff from MI5, it was disclosed yesterday.

A sudden shift in the government's attitude towards Bisher al-Rawi, an Iraqi who fled Saddam Hussein's regime in 
1985, was revealed in the high court as lawyers pleaded for his release and that of two other UK residents held at the 
US prison camp in Cuba.

The court heard that Jack Straw, the foreign secretary, would make "representations" to try to secure Mr Rawi's 
release. Mr Rawi and his friend, Jamil el-Banna, a Jordanian-Palestinian national, were seized in Gambia in 2002 after 
being held and then released by British security officials at Gatwick airport.

Lawyers for Mr Rawi and other UK residents in the camp say the government has a duty to get the men released, 
particularly since British security and intelligence agencies are implicated in their detention. That the two men were 
seized was "entirely foreseeable" given the travel plans and allegations about the men provided by MI5 to a "foreign 
intelligence agency", Tim Otty, counsel for the men and their families, told the court.

The agency in question must have been American, said Mr Otty, who told Lord Justice Latham and Mr Justice 
Tugendhat that it was also "entirely feasible" the men would end up at Guantánamo Bay. He said the allegations 
included a reference to Abu Qatada, a radical cleric regarded as a spiritual ambassador of al-Qaida.

Mr Rawi told a US military tribunal in 2004 that MI5 urged him to remain friends with Abu Qatada so he could inform 
on him, according to American documents. His contacts with him were "expressly approved and encouraged by British 
intelligence", Mr Otty said yesterday.

The high court also heard yesterday that Mr Banna was told by an MI5 officer that he should be able to travel "without 
a problem". It heard that MI5 believed Mr Rawi and Mr Banna were flying to Gambia to set up a peanut oil business 
there.
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The Foreign Office yesterday said only that Mr Rawi's "circumstances" were different from those of the other eight 
British residents in Guantánamo Bay. Government officials did not deny that Mr Straw's change of heart was to do 
with Mr Rawi's links with MI5.

Lawyers for Mr Rawi, Mr Banna, who gained refugee status in Britain 10 years ago, Omar Deghayes, a Libyan refugee 
allegedly picked up by bounty hunters in Pakistan, and their families, are challenging the government's refusal to 
petition for the men's release from the camp in Cuba. Mr Otty said the detained men, who appeared to have "suffered 
inhuman treatment", remained exposed to a real risk of further ill-treatment. He described the "distress" of the 
families of the men.

Yesterday, Timothy Otty, appearing for the detainees, told the High Court he would not be alleging that the British 
Government was "knowingly complicit" in the arrest and the detention of the two men. But, he said, documents 
attached to a statement made by a security service official, referred to as "witness A", established there had been 
"communications" between the British and US security services, relating to the two men prior to their arrest .

Mr Otty said: "Viewed objectively, and given the nature of these communications, it was foreseeable detention would 
occur. We will certainly be contending there has been real injustice and there is a causal link on the part of those 
acting for the UK in that injustice."

Reprieve, the human rights group that has acted for Mr al-Rawi and Mr el-Banna in the US courts, believes the 
implication of yesterday's decision is clear.

Zachary Katznelson, senior counsel at Reprieve, said: "It's high time that the British government recognised their 
responsibilities to Bisher al-Rawi. He's always maintained, and the Government has never denied, that he was helping 
MI5 by acting as a go-between with Abu Qatada.

"That's his only connection and that is why he was detained - because he chose to help British intelligence."

The judges were told yesterday that there is now "compelling evidence" that the three British residents have been 
"severely tortured and suffered inhuman and degrading treatment."

The men also remained exposed to a "real risk" of further ill treatment at the detention facility in Cuba.

Now that Mr al-Rawi was likely to have a release request made on his behalf, it did not seem too much to ask, against 
that background, that all three British residents at Guantanamo Bay should receive assistance from the Foreign Office, 
argued Mr Otty yesterday.

The hearing continues today.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13002  SOURCE: The Guardian, The Independent

No Glossing Over Guantánamo Truths

Colleen Graffy alleges that the happy bunch in Guantánamo have their habeas corpus rights ensured along with ability 
to attend what she refers to as "combatant status review tribunals" where they can challenge their designation as 
"enemy combatants" (Response, March 22). An additional bonus is that every year, of which there are now many, 
they can also pop along to the "administrative review boards", which she says are "similar to a parole board"; which is 
strange since we thought the purpose of a parole board is to consider applicants for release, whereas most 
Guantánamo prisoners face no prospect of this .

The trouble is that none of these things conform to any recognised international law or conventions. There is no legal 
basis for Guantánamo, no ability to confront secret evidence, no automatic rights to any legal process, no family 
visits. Don't worry, Graffy tells us, they don't wear orange suits anymore and can read Agatha Christie and Harry 
Potter in Arabic while being force fed with little tubes that don't hurt at all.
We know all this because, "unlike Victoria Brittain and the UN special rapporteurs" Graffy has actually been there. As 
US deputy assistant secretary of state for public diplomacy you bet she has.
David Wilson
Lindsey German, Convenor, Stop the War Coalition
Andrew Murray, Chair, Stop the War Coalition
Haifa Zangana
Prof Steven Rose
Prof Sebastian Balfour
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I have never been to Guantánamo. I have never been in jail either. I have, however, been a soldier for nearly 20 
years, in Her Majesty's Royal Regiment of Artillery. In that time, I attended lectures, presentations and talks about 
the consequences of encountering civilians, refugees and guerillas in combat. On no occasion, did I ever hear the 
phrase "illegal non-combatants". On no occasion did I hear that such persons, or anyone else, could be held overseas, 
incommunicado, in a place described by your own country's supreme court as a stateless land. On no occasion did I 
hear that detainees could be tried without legal representation.

Lastly, and worst of all, on no occasion did I hear that prisoners of war could be denied the right to be seen by the 
Red Cross, unsupervised, as demanded by the Geneva convention, to which the US is a signatory.
Daniel Tanzey
Thornton Cleveleys, Lancs

Colleen Graffy seeks to defend Guantánamo on the basis that prisoners get a balanced diet, receive medical treatment 
and have access to reading materials. Well, so do most convicted prisoners anywhere in the world. However, the 490 
prisoners held in the prison camp at Cuba are held without trial.

The US military has created a legal black hole at Guantánamo and the US state department conveniently failed to 
mention it at all in its recent human rights report. Does she not realise that Guantánamo has provided the perfect alibi 
for dictators around the world - from Zimbabwe to Burma - who seek to justify detention without trial?
Sara MacNeice 
Guantánamo campaigner, Amnesty International

When I acted as legal adviser to the European parliament in connection with Guantánamo I was forced to advise 
under international law that there was no legal basis for governments to act as protective powers for such residents, 
and the European commission received similar advice.

International law is based on the Vienna convention, a 1960s treaty which governs consular activity solely on grounds 
of citizenship. Our organisation is deeply frustrated by this state of affairs. We are besieged by non-European citizens 
with the strongest residential connections to EU countries for whom we are powerless to act. I am aware these 
frustrations are shared by the Foreign Office, which articulated them in a recent consultation. The current state of 
affairs is uncivilised and outrageous. We are really left with calling for a change in international law. It is time for a 
new treaty.
Stephen Jakobi
Director, Fair Trials abroad

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13015  SOURCE: The Guardian

Center for Constitutional Rights Challenges Guantanamo Detainee Policies 
in Federal Court

Attorneys Representing Guantánamo Detainees Challenge Sen. Graham's Detainee Treatment Act and Ask 
Court to Enforce Rasul v. Bush CCR Attorney Condemns "Permanent Internment" of Detainees 
  
NEW YORK - March 21 - Today attorneys representing Guantánamo detainees at the Center for Constitutional Rights 
(CCR) outlined their arguments against the Bush Administration's Guantánamo detainee policies for tomorrow's oral 
arguments in the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals (Al Odah v. United States of America and Boumediene 
v. Bush). CCR won the Supreme Court case establishing the detainees' right to challenge their detention in U.S. court 
(Rasul v. Bush), and currently oversees more than 500 pro-bono attorneys representing the detainees. 

Barbara Olshansky, CCR Deputy Legal Director who is attending oral arguments tomorrow explained the challenge: 

Senator Graham's legislation gives excessive powers to the Executive Branch and weakens the most fundamental 
guarantee in the U.S. Constitution: The right to individual liberty. We are challenging the Detainee Treatment Act 
because the Bush Administration is trying to use it to detain people indefinitely without charges. We've always 
welcomed a fair trial for our clients, but the Administration now reveals it would rather undermine the Constitution 
than make any real case in court. The detainees are not waiting for charges or trials; they are heading down a dark 
road without due process that ends in permanent interment. Today, Americans will see that when all else fails, the 
Administration's Guantánamo policy is not anti-terrorist, it is anti-Constitution. 

According to recent estimates, the government is currently detaining about 490 prisoners at the Guantánamo Bay 
prison camp. CCR is working around the clock to achieve their release to freedom or a fair trial. 
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About CCR 

The Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) is a non-profit legal and educational organization dedicated to protecting 
and advancing the rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
Founded in 1966 by attorneys who represented civil rights demonstrators in the South, CCR is committed to the 
creative use of law as a positive force for social change. www.ccr-ny.org 
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March 24, 2006

UK 'To Act' Over Guantanamo Man

Representations will be made to US authorities over a UK resident held at Guantanamo Bay, a QC acting for the 
government has told the High Court. 

Christopher Greenwood QC said facts in Bisher al-Rawi's case made the foreign secretary decide on "a specific, 
security-related request" to the US. 

Mr al-Rawi, Jamil el-Banna and Omar Deghayes have asked the court to force Jack Straw to press for their release. 

The judges are expected to give their decision in the next couple of weeks. 

They reserved their judgement after the two-day hearing. 

The government has always maintained that it cannot help the men as they are not British nationals. The three men 
are believed to be among at least five UK residents still held at the US-run detention camp in Cuba. 

The case of Mr al-Rawi, an Iraqi-born businessman who has lived in the UK since 1985, had been "reconsidered 
separately" by Mr Straw, the QC told the court. 

Lawyers for Mr Al-Rawi have argued that he helped British intelligence. 

He said the facts in his case, which could not be gone into in open court, had led Mr Straw to conclude representations 
should be made on his behalf to the US government. 

Mr Greenwood told the court the actual form which the intervention would take had not yet been decided. 

The QC told Lord Justice Latham and Mr Justice Tugendhat at the London court there were currently no plans to make 
"general requests" on behalf of Mr el-Banna and Mr Deghayes. 

'Security related' 

"To put it succinctly and candidly, the likely reaction to a security-related request may be different from the reaction 
to a general request," he said. 

In documents previously submitted to the court, Mr al-Rawi and Mr el-Banna were alleged to have connections with 
al-Qaeda through radical Muslim cleric Abu Qatada. 

However, lawyers for Mr al-Rawi have consistently argued he had contact with Qatada "expressly approved and 
encouraged by British intelligence". 

Mr al-Rawi maintains intelligence staff had told him they would help him if he ever ran into trouble. 
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Lawyer Timothy Otty, appearing for all three men, told the court on Wednesday that documents established 
"communications" between British and US security services relating to Mr al-Rawi and Mr el-Banna before their 
arrests. 

Mr Otty said: "We will certainly be contending there has been real injustice, and there is a causal link on the part of 
those acting for the UK in that injustice." 

Amnesty says Mr al-Rawi and his friend Mr el-Banna, a Jordanian refugee who had been living in London, were 
arrested in November 2002 at Banjul airport, during a business trip to Gambia, on suspicion of having links to 
terrorism. 

Libyan-born Mr Deghayes, 36, of Brighton, has been held at Guantanamo for three years and was on a hunger strike, 
Mr Otty said. 

He was arrested in Pakistan and accused of committing terrorist acts against the US, but his lawyers claim it is a case 
of mistaken identity. 

Mr Deghayes fled Libya for Britain in the 1980s after his father was assassinated. He was granted refugee status in 
the UK, where he was educated and applied for British citizenship. 

Mr Otty had also told the court there was "compelling evidence" the three men had been "severely tortured" at 
Guantanamo and were at "real risk" of further ill treatment. 

Mr Greenwood told the judges on Wednesday the government was "attaching considerable weight" to the US denial 
that torture or inhuman treatment had taken place at Guantanamo Bay. 

The government would "certainly not accept that there was compelling evidence that the men have been tortured", he 
added. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13021  SOURCE: BBC News

 

Profile: 'Forgotten' Cuba Detainees

Lawyers for three former UK residents held at Guantanamo Bay are seeking a court order to get the Foreign Office to 
press for their release. Amnesty International says at least eight men who have lived for years in Britain are held at 
the US detention camp. 
 
Some 500 people remain incarcerated at the Cuban jail 
The UK government has not pursued their cases because the men never took British citizenship. 

Foreign Secretary Jack Straw has said that under international law the government can only take up consular matters 
in respect of British citizens. 

Last month, a judge said claims of torture at the camp meant the government might have an obligation to act on their 
behalf. 

The men's solicitor Gareth Peirce called the ruling "the first ray of light that we have had". 

Bisher al-Rawi, 37, of London

Businessman Bisher al-Rawi is an Iraqi citizen with UK residency. 

He was arrested, along with his Jordanian business partner Jamil al-Banna, at Banjul airport on a business trip to 
Gambia in November 2002 on suspicion of links to terrorism. 
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Their lawyer Rabinder Singh has said these arrests were "far from any theatre of war". The pair were moved to 
Guantanamo Bay early in 2003. 

Mr al-Rawi reportedly came to England in 1985 after his father was arrested by Saddam Hussein's secret police. 

He has lived in the UK for nearly 20 years. His immediate family are UK nationals, but he retained Iraqi citizenship to 
preserve a link to their homeland. 

Jamil el-Banna, late 30s, of north-west London 

Jamil el-Banna, who had been living in north-west London, is a Jordanian with refugee status in the UK. 

He has also been detained in Cuba since early 2003 following capture in Gambia in November 2002. 

The father-of-five has never seen his youngest daughter who was born in April 2003. 

Amnesty argues that the UK is obliged under international refugee law to make representations on his behalf. 

Mr el-Banna's case has been taken up by his Brent East MP, Sarah Teather. 

Omar Deghayes, 36 

Libyan-born Omar Deghayes, 36, grew up in Brighton and studied law at British universities. He wanted to be a 
human rights lawyer, says Amnesty. 

He was granted refuge status with his family in the 1980s and has been held at Guantanamo for more than three 
years, the campaign group said. 

Mr Deghayes was arrested in Pakistan before being transferred to Cuba. 

Amnesty says he had applied for citizenship but missed an interview because he was abroad. He is accused of 
committing terrorist acts against the United States, but his lawyers claim it is a case of mistaken identity. 

His lawyers claim he has been rendered virtually blind by the use of pepper spray and the gauging of his eye during 
his detention, but is still constantly subjected to high light levels. 

Shaker Abdur-Raheem Aamer, 39, of London 

Shaker Abdur-Raheem Aamer, originally from Saudi Arabia, had been living in the UK since 1996. 

He is reported to have travelled to Afghanistan in August 2001 to carry out voluntary charity work. 

 
Cuba detainee Shaker Aamer with his daughter Johina and son Michel 
According to Amnesty, his wife heard from newspaper reporters in January 2002 that he had been captured. 

His first letter from Guantanamo Bay was dated 16 February 2002. 

He had been applying for citizenship and had indefinite leave to stay in the UK when he was captured. 

The Independent has reported that he lived in London with his wife and three children, all British citizens, and worked 
as an interpreter.

A fourth child has been born since his capture. 

Benyam Mohamed al Habashi, 27 

Benyam Mohamed al Habashi was born in Ethiopia but sought asylum in the UK in 1994 and was given leave to 
remain, says Amnesty. 
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The campaign group says after seven years in the UK he converted to Islam. He travelled to Pakistan and Afghanistan 
and was arrested by Pakistani immigration officials at Karachi airport in April 2002 while intending to return to the UK. 

Last summer he was among Guantanamo detainees to go on hunger strike to protest against the conditions and their 
lack of access to a judicial review. 

Ahmed Errachidi 

Ahmed Errachidi is a Moroccan who lived in London for 18 years, where is wife and two sons currently live, says 
Amnesty International. 

The campaign group says he travelled to Pakistan on a business venture but went to Afghanistan to offer 
humanitarian help during the war. After his return to Pakistan he was captured by authorities and eventually taken to 
Guantanamo, it says. 

Ahmed Ben Bacha 

Ahmed Ben Bacha is an Algerian who was living in Bournemouth. His case has only recently been filed and little is 
known by Amnesty at this stage. 

Abdulnour Sameur 

Abdulnour Sameur is from Algeria and lived in south Harrow, Greater London. He was given refugee status in 2000, 
says Amnesty. 
 
http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13020  SOURCE: BBC News

Ex-Student `Tortured By US' Claim

By The Huddersfield Daily Examiner
 
  
A FORMER Huddersfield University student held by the US at Guantanamo Bay has been severely tortured, two High 
Court judges were told.

Omar Deghayes, 37, remains exposed to a risk of further ill-treatment at the detention facility in Cuba, it was said.

The court is being asked to order Foreign Secretary Jack Straw to press for the release of Mr Deghayes and two other 
British residents.

The Government has maintained they have no legal right to help because they are foreign nationals.

Timothy Otty, for the three, described the `distress' the men's families were having to endure.

He asked Lord Justice Latham and Mr Justice Tugendhat, sitting in London, to say Mr Straw's refusal to call for their 
release was `legally unsustainable'.

Mr Deghayes, who was on a law practice course at Huddersfield University in 1998, was detained in Pakistan.

His name was said to be on the FBI's `most wanted' list, but his legal team say the photo in his file was of someone 
else.

His lawyers say Mr Deghayes has been made virtually blind in one eye by the use of pepper spray and the gouging of 
his eye during his detention.

Yet he was still being constantly subjected to high light levels, they said.

Mr Otty added: "The situation at Guantanamo Bay has been roundly condemned, even before the allegations of 
torture and the wealth of material supporting those allegations entered the public domain."
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The hearing continues.
 
http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13030  SOURCE: IC Huddersfield.co.uk

Meeting Hears of Guantanamo Prison Conditions

editorial@islingtonexpress.co.uk
 
The al-Banna children at the packed meeting  

Supporters of Jamil al-Banna and other prisoners held without 
trial in Guantanamo Bay gathered in Gladstone Park Primary school on March 16 to discuss the campaign to bring 
them home. 

In a meeting that began with the plaintive reading by nine-year-old Anas al-Banna of a letter he had written to Prime 
Minister Tony Blair, Jamil's MP Sarah Teather, activist Vanessa Redgrave, Times series editor Tim Cole and civil rights 
lawyer Gareth Peirce, all spoke against the US detention camp. 

They were joined by Martin Mubanga, who was released from Guantanamo last year into British custody and 
immediately set free without charge. 

He told the 200-strong audience about the ordeal he had shared with his fellow Brent resident, describing Jamil al-
Banna as a calm and mellow family man who was mentally and physically abused by his American jailers.

"(My father has been gone) since I was six-years-old, and now I am nine-years-old. My only wish is to see my dad 
again and live just like before - a normal life."

Extract from the letter to Tony Blair by Anas al-Banna.

"Everyone should go away from here thinking 'what can I do that will make a difference in this case?'"

Sarah Teather MP.

"The government knows that Jamil al-Banna and the British residents in Guantanamo are innocent. The New Labour 
cabal and its mermidions have become the new facism."

Vanessa Redgrave

"The five al-Banna children are quite terrific children. Any country would be proud to have them as their citizens. But 
our government and our government's lawyers are arguing in the courts that the father of these children should never 
see them again."

Gareth Peirce.

Former Guantanamo prisoner and Brent resident Martin Mubanga apologised to the family of Jamil al-Banna before 
describing the conditions in which he had seen their loved one held. 

"I spent quite a lot of time with Jamil and (fellow British resident) Shakil, and I know for a fact that one of the ways in 
which they tortured these particular two brothers was by teasing them and taunting them with their families," Mr 
Mubanga said. 
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"Saying to them 'you'll never see your children again' - a mental torture in many ways worse than physical torture 
(for people) in that situation, not knowing when or if you'll ever be released, not knowing if you'll get the chance to 
vindicate yourself. Simple things, like withholding photos of your children - especially in the case of Jamil, who has not 
seen one of his children.

"And then, when they do see the photos, their faces were blacked out. Then, when they want to punish you, they take 
away the photos and letters from your family.

"When I was there I spoke to Jamil on many occasions. He was calm and mellow, due to his senior years and how 
depressed he was - not fiery like some of the brothers. He was a mellow person; it took a lot to make him angry or for 
him to show resistance to the way he was being treated and oppressed. 

"On one occasion we were trying to rectify the way the brothers were being treated in interrogation, and we refused 
to come out for recreation, which was at that time all of about 10 or 15 minutes a day. 

"If you refused to take any command they would send in the riot squad. Jamil was of a senior age, so he didn't offer 
any physical resistance other than he didn't want to get up to go to interrogation - so he had to stand the punishment 
that was meted out.

"They forcibly removed him from his cell, shaved his head and beard, and took him to interrogation. 

"This may not seem like a lot to some of you, but this was the first time that I saw Jamil take a stance - it showed 
that even Jamil could be so worked up.

"If people are held that long they deserve to be tried, in order to prove whether they are innocent or guilty. We 
sometimes joked that Jamil would be the last to leave, because there was no evidence against him.

"We all talked about the passions that we had, and his passion was his wife and kids. 

"He said that when we came home we should come to his house in Brent and meet his family."

paul.keilthy@archant.co.uk

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13025  SOURCE: Wembley and Kingsbury Times

Hicks Dad Promises No Blair Outburst

From: AAP By Lauren Ahwan

TERRY Hicks says he is hoping to personally meet British Prime Minister Tony Blair during his Australian visit next 
week to discuss the plight of his terrorist suspect son.

But Mr Hicks, who has been invited to attend Mr Blair's address to federal Parliament on Monday, said he would not 
cause a scene if his request was refused.

"If he doesn't want to talk to me, then I know he's just not strong enough a man to talk with ordinary people," the 
father of Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks said today.

"I'm not going to jump up and down and bang the table.

"I'm not going to yell out or make a scene or anything – I'm not there for that.

"My interest is to hear what Mr Blair has to say."

Advertisement:
Mr Hicks has been invited to be the guest of Greens Senator Kerry Nettle when Mr Blair addresses a joint sitting of 
Parliament in Canberra on Monday.
He has also been invited to a luncheon with Mr Blair after the address.

"I'm going to have a real good suss out of things at the luncheon and see what my possibilities are of approaching (Mr 
Blair)," Mr Hicks said.
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"But if he's going to have minders there and that, I won't push it."

Mr Hicks, from Adelaide, said he hoped media attention of his desire for a meeting, and a public rally he would attend 
outside Parliament before Mr Blair's address, would pressure the British Prime Minister to speak to him.

David Hicks, an Australian who was captured fighting with the Taliban in Afghanistan in late 2001, last year won a 
High Court ruling in Britain that he qualified for British citizenship.

The Hicks family believe that if David is a UK citizen, the Foreign Office will seek to free him from Guantanamo Bay, as 
it has done for nine of its citizens.

However, the British Government has appealed against the High Court ruling.

A decision on the appeal is expected to be made this week.

Mr Hicks said if the appeal was successful, he wanted to know what the British Government had in mind for his son.

"I just want to discuss (with Mr Blair) a few issues that are relevant to David's situation," he said.

"Like, if he gets his citizenship, what are the British going to do? And if they do request he be taken out of the place 
(Guantanamo Bay), what happens then – is he taken back to England or can he come to Australia?

"This (meeting sought with Mr Blair) is just two people talking and discussing what will happen." 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13023  SOURCE: News.com.au

Review: Enemy Combatant By Moazzam Begg with Victoria Brittain

FREE PRESS £18.99 (395pp) £17.99 (free p&p) from 0870 079 8897

By Yasmin Alibhai-Brown 

How do you objectively review a book like this? Moazzam Begg has known Guantánamo Bay and come out to tell us 
the tale. Survivors of concentration camps have a central place in Western iconography, and in human history. Begg 
does not have the philosophical depth of Primo Levi or Rabbi Hugo Gryn, but he writes with the same authenticity and 
conveys horror without hyperbole. 

He recollects first impressions of his hi-tech Cuban coop, covered with "a pale green steel mesh, doubled, with one 
part of the mesh set vertically and other horizontally, so they crisscrossed one another". He was "in this steel cage 
with mesh round its sides, steel roof and floor, steel bed, steel toilet, all inside a white, new-looking brightly lit room". 
The devil is indeed in the detail provided by Begg, who endured three years of brutal incarceration and was able still 
to think, argue, observe and record the external and internal chaos.

A former law student, this bearded Brummie has an indestructible soul that you feel as you read his account. All you 
want to do is welcome him back, hug his book and punish his tormentors. You rage for him and the others; you are 
overcome with humility.

But yet, but yet... such a rare testimony demands dispassionate scrutiny, if only to disable the US authorities who 
want to insinuate that these former prisoners cannot be trusted. If the world was allowed to know the objective truth, 
the Republican regime could not play these games and we could properly assess the claims of inmates.

For four years, various journalists, writers and activists have tried to keep awake the conscience of the West, to 
remind decent people of the satanic pit of Guantánamo Bay. The most powerful and God-fearing democracy in the 
world sweeps up Muslim men it suspects of being terrorists, drugs, shackles and transports them to a site beyond 
jurisdiction. Hundreds of the living dead in orange uniforms are labelled "enemy combatants", a category as obscenely 
meaningless as any that Stalinism came up with.

The few men like Begg eventually released (without being charged, without apologies, without recompense) talk of 
beatings, isolation cells, forced feeding, death threats and witnessed murders. It is all justified with the same refrain: 
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were not over 3,000 US nationals and residents blown up by Al-Qa'ida in 2001? How much global anguish and 
bloodshed will appease those poor dead souls?

In US-controlled detention centres across the world, individuals instructed to obey orders are often less sure of the 
Republican regime's aggressive mission. The best parts of Begg's book are those which humanise these operatives 
and attempt to understand their confusion and corruption. He sees the absurdity of their situation and is precise and 
unsentimental when he describes his own life, as he grew up in Britain trying to integrate disparate identities.

I met Begg's father after a performance of the play Guantánamo: Honour Bound to Defend Freedom, scripted by the 
co-author of this book, Victoria Brittain, and the novelist Gillian Slovo. In spite of his anguish he kept his iron will 
steady. His boy is made of even sterner stuff but does tend to make fast and fiery attachments to various good and 
dodgy Islamic causes.

His adventures abroad remain half-explained and, for a man of intellect and deep faith, he does at times appear 
perilously impulsive. The bulk of this book, though, is a stirring indictment of Bush, Blair and their sordid politics. I 
suggest readers should buy a copy and post it to our righteous PM. Bagfuls of Beggs pouring into 10 Downing Street - 
now there's a thought.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13018  SOURCE: The Independent

March 25, 2006

US Supreme Court To Hear Guantanamo Challenge

Reporter: Michael Rowland

HAMISH ROBERTSON: The future of Australian terror suspect David Hicks is about to become much clearer, with the 
US Supreme Court preparing to hear a landmark challenge to the legality of the Guantanamo Bay military 
commissions.

Early next week, lawyers for fellow Guantanamo Bay detainee Salim Hamdan will argue that the specially convened 
military tribunals are a fundamental breach of the United States constitution.

Well the former White House lawyer Brad Berenson will be watching the proceedings with considerable interest, as he 
helped formulate the Bush administration's widely criticised detainee policies.

Mr Berenson spoke to our Washington Correspondent Michael Rowland.

BRAD BERENSON: What's ultimately at stake is whether the United States Government is going to be able to try al-
Qaeda and al-Qaeda associates in the military justice system, in military commissions, or whether instead their only 
choice, if they want to mete out punishment, will be to try them in civilian courtrooms.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: Salim Hamdan claims that the tribunals are illegal in the first place and the President had no 
authority to set up the military commission process. Why shouldn't the Supreme Court rule in his favour?

BRAD BERENSON: Hamdan's claim that the President lacked authority to set these tribunals up is contradicted by 200 
years of American history, indeed even more because General Washington used military commissions during the 
revolution itself. 

It's also contradicted by numerous existing decisions of the United States Supreme Court, which have involved 
military commissions previously and have always upheld them.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: If the court rules in the US Government's… rules for the US Government's case, what 
implications does that have for others, like Australian David Hicks, who are also facing an appearance before the 
military tribunals.

BRAD BERENSON: If the US Supreme Court rules in favour of the Government, what that means is that Hicks will 
probably be tried in fairly short order by a military commission down in Guantanamo Bay, and if a guilty verdict is 
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secured, that verdict will be reviewed by the civilian courts in the DC circuit and ultimately by the Supreme Court, if 
the Supreme Court chooses to review it. 

But, in essence, what a win for the Government would mean is that it can move forward with military commission 
trials, including that of Mr Hicks, and that the verdicts from those trials will be reviewed in the ordinary course.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: If the US Government does prevail, how quickly would you expect the tribunals to resume at 
Guantanamo Bay?

BRAD BERENSON: Oh, I think quite quickly. 

I don't know what state of readiness the various cases are in, but this Supreme Court review is a large cloud having 
over the entire process, and I'm sure that the United States is going to be interested in demonstrating as quickly as it 
can that this is a real and viable and fair process in the aftermath of a Supreme Court decision.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: And if on the other hand Salim Hamdan prevails, where does that leave the Bush 
administration's detainee policy?

BRAD BERENSON: Ah, it depends how Hamdan prevails. 

There are obviously a variety of different ways the court could rule. Whether it rules in favour of the Government or in 
favour of Hamdan, and just how much of a blow an adverse decision would be to the Bush administration's detainee 
policy very much depends on exactly what the Supreme Court says.

In the worst set of circumstances, where the Supreme Court says that the President did not have the power to order 
the establishment of these commissions, then the entire commission structure would have to be dismantled unless/ 
until a new act of Congress was passed.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: And where would that leave detainees at Guantanamo Bay? Those facing tribunals.

BRAD BERENSON: In their cells. In their cells.

MICHAEL ROWLAND: Indefinitely?

BRAD BERENSON: They would still be, they would still be detained as enemy combatants, pursuant to the laws of war, 
but they would not be in a process that could result in punishment, and would have to released at the end of the 
conflict, unlike people who had been convicted in a military commission.

HAMISH ROBERTSON: Former White House lawyer, Brad Berenson, speaking there to our Washington Correspondent, 
Michael Rowland.  
 
http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13045   SOURCE: ABC Australia

Honduran Attorney Pounds Gitmo Jail

Panama, Mar 24 (Prensa Latina) Ramon Custodio, chairman of the Central American Council of Human Rights 
Attorneys, said Friday the existence of a prison in the US naval base of Guantanamo, Cuba, is a shocking situation for 
the world.

Interviewed by Prensa Latina, the head of Honduras Human Rights Commission stated that the first wrong in that 
scenario is to have a detention center in an illegally occupied territory.

In 2004, Custodio said "I supported Cuba´s draft resolution at the UN Commission on Human Rights in Geneva that 
denounced the legal limbo to which those deprived of their freedom are submitted in Guantanamo."

"I think the international clamor was slow in coming to this case, and these victims have been cruelly mistreated and 
tortured," noted the attorney.
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The prestigious expert emphasized that no state can give itself the pleasure of ignoring rules and international 
humanitarian law, and if they are war prisoners, they should receive all the rights according to their condition.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13043  SOURCE: Prensa Latina

Russian Astronauts Say Close Gitmo

Moscow, Mar 24 (Prensa Latina) With the signing of four astronauts to the global "Stop Hypocrisy over Human Rights" 
call, the number of Russian personalities signing the document reached 200 Friday.

The hero of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR), Yuri Romanenko, expressed his position over the US 
government´s double standard on this issue.

Vladimir Shatalov and Vitali Sebastianov, also a USSR champion, joined the call by international thinkers to stop 
torture, illegal detentions and call for closure of the naval base in Guantanamo, illegally occupied by US forces.

Previously, the 46 deputies, including Nobel Prize winner Zhores Alfiorov, representing the Russian Federation 
Communist Party in the lower house buttressed the call.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13042  SOURCE: Prensa Latina

Ex Nambia President: Close Guantanamo

Walbys Bay, Namibia, Mar 24 (Prensa Latina) Namibian ex President Sam Nujoma has joined the 5,000 advocates 
demanding closure of US torture centers in Guantanamo and other countries.

The fighter for freedom and against racism, and founding father of Namibia, is backed by renown anti-Apartheid 
activist Andimba Toivo Ya Toivo, cabinet minister after Namibia"s 1990 independence.

Toivo was imprisoned together with South African leader Nelson Mandela.

The Network of Networks in Defense of Humanity released the document "End Hypocrisy on Human Rights" on March 
14, and it was immediately signed by 420 renown intellectuals and social leaders.

To add your signature, go to www.derechos-humanos.com.

The document encourages "men and women of good will" to urge the UN Human Rights Commission in Geneva to 
close the US torture center at the illegal base in Guantanamo.

It also calls on the EU and US to end their "terror flights plot" that has transported hundreds of suspects and those 
opposed to US policy to prisons in Europe and other places.

The text recalls that such actions violate international laws and contradict the US anti-terror drive, and calls on Europe 
to listen to denouncements by its citizens, victims of US torturers.

The signatories represent a broad spectrum of political, religious and cultural support.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13040  SOURCE: Prensa Latina
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Hicks's Father To Meet UK Ambassador

Father of Guantanamo Bay detainee David Hicks says he is pleased to have at least secured a hearing with the British 
High Commissioner. 

Terry Hicks has sent a letter to the High Commission seeking an informal meeting with British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair.

Mr Blair is addressing a joint sitting of federal Parliament in Canberra on Monday, where Mr Hicks will be a guest of 
the Greens.

Mr Hicks wants to discuss his son's application for British citizenship and will get some opportunity with British High 
Commissioner Helen Lyddell.

"I think it's a good move, I feel pretty good about it, at least someone's going to talk to me," he said.

"You know, I've been trying to speak to [Prime Minister] John Howard and [Foreign Affairs Minister] Mr [Alexander] 
Downer for just over four years and still haven't even got there, so I feel this is a start."

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13038  SOURCE: ABC

EU Buries Guantanamo Bay Text

By Mark Beunderman

EUOBSERVER / BRUSSELS - Despite demands by the Netherlands and Belgium, the conclusions of a two-day EU 
summit in Brussels do not contain any reference to the US Guantanamo prison camp, but a press statement prepared 
by Vienna explicitly backs closure of the camp.

Dutch foreign minister Bernard Bot, supported by his Belgian counterpart Karel de Gucht, on Thursday (23 March) 
proposed adding wording about "concern" over alleged human rights abuses in Guantanamo into the final conclusion, 
but this was rejected by the Austrian presidency.

Washington has faced huge criticism in the EU for the way it has treated terrorist suspects kept at the base on Cuban 
territory. 

Diplomats told EUobserver that the Austrian presidency wanted to keep out all external relations topics from the 
conclusions, which this time focused on energy and the economy, with the exception of Belarus where current events 
made a swift reaction necessary. 

"It would have looked strange to have Guantanamo mentioned in the conclusions next to Belarus," said a diplomat, 
hinting that this was likely to offend Washington. 

The Netherlands in the end also agreed and was happy with an alternative presidency press statement that was 
circulated for approval among EU leaders at the end of their talks on Friday. 

The rough statement will not be published in written form, as it was solely prepared for the event that journalists 
would raise the issue in the presidency press briefing after the summit - which did not happen. 

The words on behalf of the EU - never spoken out loud by Austrian chancellor Wolfgang Schussel - state that 
"Guantanamo remains a source of serious concern." 

"Nobody should be in a legal vacuum," Mr Schussel was ready to say. "Human rights and humanitarian standards 
have to be maintained while combating terrorism." 

The statement explicitly backs calls for the Guantanamo camp to be shut down. 

"Calls for a closure of Guantanamo Bay have been raised by the heads of government of several allies of the US. Such 
calls were right and timely." 
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German Chancellor Angela Merkel in January publicly called on Washington to close Guantanamo, while other EU 
politicians have echoed her words. 

The EU's message to Washington also states that "the dialogue of legal advisers of the EU and US foreign ministries 
on discussing improved safeguards for human rights in the fight against terrorism will be continued." 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13035  SOURCE: EUObserver

Man Freed From Gitmo Rearrested

GARDEZ, Mar 23 (Pajhwok Afghan News): Police in the southeastern Paktia province arrested a man freed from the 
US Guantanamo Bay detention facility for allegedly keeping illegal arms in his possession.

Provincial security chief Ghulam Nabi Salem told Pajhwok Afghan News on Thursday Mullah Nazar Mohammad was 
detained during a raid on his house. He alleged the man was involved in disruptive activities as police had recovered a 
rocket launcher from his possession.

He was wanted to police on several counts, including his alleged involved in targeting government forces in the past, 
informed the police chief. He said police was searching him for the past several months. 

Mullah Nazar, resident of the Zurmat district, was arrested in 2003 for his alleged links with Taliban. He was kept at 
the Guantanamo prison for 11 months and was set free in 2004. Nazar was part of the group led by Taliban 
commander Mullah Akhtar believed to be masterminding attacks against government in the area. 

Zurmat district has seen an increase in attacks blamed on the Taliban in recent months. Education chief of the district, 
a policeman and a local officer were killed in attacks by insurgents in the same district over the past few months. 

Ilyas Wahdat

by/dk 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13034  SOURCE: Pajhwak

Magistrate: Lawyer Can Meet With Detainee

By PETE YOST 

Associated Press Writer 

WASHINGTON (AP) - In a decision that highlights the legal tension over the Guantanamo Bay prison, a federal 
magistrate has ordered the Bush administration to stop blocking a private attorney from meeting with one of the 
facility's 500 detainees. 

The 33-page opinion by U.S. Magistrate Alan Kay chronicles problems that have hindered access to the courts for 
detainees at Guantanamo Bay, despite a Supreme Court ruling nearly two years ago that opened the door. 

Kay's ruling may be one of the last by lower court judges dealing with Guantanamo Bay. President Bush signed 
legislation Dec. 30 that sharply curtails detainees' ability to go to court. The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia is considering whether the law also curtails existing detainee cases. 

In an opinion released this week about a detainee named Salim Muhood Adem, Kay said 10 detainee cases have been 
at a standstill in the courts since October while the administration contests whether one detainee can file a petition on 
behalf of another. 

Fifty-six other detainees who represent themselves sent petitions through the military's mail system and they took as 
long as six months to arrive at court, according to Kay's ruling. 
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Nearly a year after the 56 petitions were written by the detainees, Kay wrote, ``not a single detainee ... had met or 
spoken with his lawyer.'' 

Kay said attempts to inform detainees of their rights in writing ``have been, at best, fraught with difficulty.'' 

There are about 500 detainees at Guantanamo Bay. More than 200 lawsuits have been filed on behalf of more than 
300 detainees. 

Last summer, the government began challenging the right of detainees serving as ``next friends'' to request legal 
representation for fellow detainees, Kay stated. 

At the same time, the government refused to allow Adem's lawyer to meet with him. 

The refusal prevented Adem's lawyer from obtaining the authorization necessary to convert the case to a direct 
petition, the magistrate stated. 

The government suggested that Adem's lawyer mail a letter to Adem seeking authorization to represent him, creating 
a ``Catch-22,'' Kay noted. 

That's because the government barred the lawyer from using the military's swift delivery system for legal mail, since 
the government refused to acknowledge the lawyer's authority to represent Adem. 

The letter from early January had to be sent instead by much slower nonlegal military mail, which is subject to review 
and censorship by military personnel at Guantanamo. The attorney hasn't heard back yet. 

``They are not singling me out,'' Adem's lawyer, Murray Fogler, said Friday of the Bush administration. ``They are 
treating a vast array of detainees this way. The government is setting up as many roadblocks as they can.'' 

Adem, a Sudanese national, was arrested in Pakistan where he had lived since 1991. The U.S. military alleges he is an 
al-Qaida associate. Adem says he was an education official working for an Islamic charity. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13032  SOURCE: The Guardian

March 26, 2006

Documentary Unveils Humiliation of Sami Al Hajj

Source ::: The Peninsula 

DOHA: Who is Sami Al Hajj? This was the question that was addressed by British human rights lawyer Clive Stafford 
Smith, and Ahmad Ibrahim of Al Jazeera, the Producer of the documentary titled Who is Sami Al Hajj, Prisoner #345 
in which his story was brought to light. 

The documentary was shown to the audience, consisting solely of Sami Al Hajj's Al Jazeera colleagues, including his 
wife and son in an attempt to highlight the grave situation he is in. 

Ahmad Ibrahim spoke of the purpose for the meeting, "to defend our colleague through genuine commitment to 
human rights and truth — together with Smith, we are standing together, united, to fight for freedom disproving the 
clash of civilisations theory." 

Clive Stafford Smith, represents Sami Al Hajj, a 36-year old professional cameraman, imprisoned as an "enemy 
combatant" at Guantanamo Bay for the past four years and three months. Al Hajj is one of the 36 prisoners 
represented by Clive Stafford Smith. 
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Al Hajj has never been charged or put on trial since his arrest in Pakistan in 2001, but he has been "illegally 
extradited to Guantanamo, kept in a cage for over 1,200 days, held under concentration-camp conditions, refused the 
protection of international law and treated in a brutal and humiliating fashion." 

Smith met with Al Hajj three weeks ago and had this to say "he is barely alive, he is deeply, deeply depressed, when 
you watch this documentary film that reflects the loyalty of Al Jazeera for Sami, remember that he is your friend, and 
this could be you — the film is disturbing, but imagine if you were living it — Sami is a victim of a much bigger 
political process." 

The documentary portrayed what the prisoners at Guantanamo have to endure, it was powerful but at the same time 
deeply disturbing — the sexual humiliation of Muslim prisoners, their shackling to seats in which they defecate and 
urinate, the methods used to force-feed prisoners on hunger strike (in most cases, a 43 inch tube is inserted from the 
prisoner’s nose into his stomach). 

Sami Al Hajj, was described by his colleagues as being "one of the worlds best cameraman. He was a hard worker 
with lots of courage." 

Ahmed Al Shaikh, Editor and Chief of Al Jazeera, commented on the documentary: "If history has taught us one thing, 
it is that empires will fall — it is evident that the US has lost its sense of direction and history will repeat itself, it is 
indeed the end of an empire." 

"At Al Jazeera will use all our resources to stand with Sami Al Hajj, the Internet, blogs, we are going to launch a 
campaign, a plan to help save him — at the end of the day, the right will prevail — those who commit these acts have 
no honour, the word 'honour' is meaningless to them." 

Ironically, the sign outside the American naval base at Guantanamo reads: "Honour Bound to Defend Freedom — 
Welcome to Guantanamo Bay". 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13047  SOURCE: The Peninsula Qatar

 

British Keep Mum on Hicks

By Annabel Crabb

DESPITE interrogating Australian detainee David Hicks in secret and using his alleged admissions to deny him British 
citizenship, the British Government has only 94 words to say about him — officially.

A wide-ranging freedom of information request from The Sunday Age to the Blair Government found only one agency 
— the Foreign and Commonwealth Office — prepared to release anything related to the Adelaide-born Guantanamo 
Bay resident.

And the fragment released, while sneering faintly at the Australian Government's handling of the case, mentions 
nothing of British intelligence's interests in him.

"You may recall the case of David Hicks, an Australian detained at Guantanamo since early 2002," the snippet — 
described as an extract from an August 25 internal minute — begins.

"The Australian Government negotiated with the Americans about his future at the same time we did about our 
detainees.

"Unlike us, the Australians accepted the assurances offered by the Americans and allowed his prosecution to go 
forward."

Mr Hicks' father, Terry, will attempt to lobby Mr Blair about his son's plight during the British Prime Minister's visit to 
Australia this week.

Two Britons, Moazzam Begg and Feroz Abbasi, were among the six Guantanamo Bay detainees, including Hicks, who 
were selected in mid-2003 to face the first US military commissions on terrorist-related charges.
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But after negotiations between the US and British governments, Begg and Abbasi were released to British authorities. 
They were taken to London, arrested and interviewed, and then released without charge.

Hicks' lawyers last year in the British High Court argued successfully that Hicks be granted British citizenship.

But the British Government has strongly opposed Hicks' bid. It is waiting on the outcome of a High Court appeal.

According to disclosures at Friday's hearings, British intelligence interrogated Hicks in 2003 and obtained admissions 
that he had trained with terrorists.

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13049  SOURCE: The Age

Lawyers of Saudi Guantanamo Detainees Join the National Human Rights 
Association

By Mishal al Harsan

Riyadh, Asharq Al-Awsat- Saudi lawyers who make up the defense team for the Saudi Guantanamo detainees have 
become associate members of non-governmental organization, the National Human Rights Association in Saudi 
Arabia, Dr Bandar Al-Hajjar, chairman of the association confirmed. 

During the first meeting with the associate members in Riyadh, Dr Al-Hajjar said that the association would look at 
the cases of the Guantanamo detainees from two angles. The first would be from a legal angle, which would involve 
appointing American lawyers to defend the detainees, and the second would be from a media angle that would seek to 
address the American president and human rights organizations in the United States. Dr Al-Hajjar added that the 
association wants Saudi detainees to be able to appoint their own lawyers and not to be tried before military courts. 
The association is currently dealing with approximately 5600 cases, 70% of which have been completed. Domestic 
violence makes up over 30% of these cases. 

Asked if there was any conflict with the Committee for Human Rights in Saudi Arabia, Dr Al-Hajjar stated that 
cooperation takes place with the committee and that the two organizations complement each other's work. The 
committee is dedicated to implementing the laws that exist. In addition, the committee does not get involved in cases 
until concerned individuals have had no success with the relevant authorities. 

Dr Muflih Al-Qahtani, the association's vice chairman who heads the follow-up committee told Asharq Al-Awsat that 
the association seeks to codify the Tazeer punishments (punishments that are left to the discretion of the judge). 
Association members met and raised this issue with the Saudi justice minister and the chairman of the Supreme 
Judicial Council, adding that there is a committee within the ministry of justice that specifies in the study of the 
codifying of these regulations. 

Dr Muflih Al-Qahtani stated that there are five permanent committees and several subcommittees within the 
association.

The first meeting of the 35 associate members, only half of which attended, focused on the rights of members and 
made proposals concerning the association's future.

Dr Saleh Al-Khathlan of the National Human Rights Association previously told Asharq Al-Awsat that the organization 
has addressed the US Embassy in Saudi Arabia and put forward a request to visit the Saudi detainees, however to no 
avail. 

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13048  SOURCE: ASharq AlAwsat
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Guantanamo Court Case Challenges Power of President

Military Tribunals' Legitimacy at Issue

By Charles Lane
Washington Post Staff Writer

Seized by U.S. forces in Afghanistan and imprisoned at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Osama bin Laden's former chauffeur 
is now seeking victory over President Bush in a new arena: the Supreme Court.

In oral arguments Tuesday, an attorney for Salim Ahmed Hamdan will ask the justices to declare unconstitutional the 
U.S. military commission that plans to try him for conspiring with his former boss to carry out terrorist attacks.

Significant as that demand is, its potential impact is much wider, making Hamdan's case one of the most important of 
Bush's presidency. It is a challenge to the broad vision of presidential power that Bush has asserted since the terrorist 
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.

In blunt terms, Hamdan's brief calls on the court to stop "this unprecedented arrogation of power." Just as urgently, 
the administration's brief urges the court not to second-guess the decisions of the commander in chief while "the 
armed conflict against al Qaeda remains ongoing."

The case may not produce a frontal clash between the judiciary and the executive -- if the court decides that a 
recently enacted federal law on military commissions deprives it of jurisdiction to rule on Hamdan's case. Yet another 
possibility is that the court could reach an inconclusive 4 to 4 tie because Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. had ruled 
on the case while he was on a federal appeals court and must sit out now.

But if the court fears to tread on such difficult ground, it has given no sign of that. It has refused the administration's 
invitation to dismiss the case for lack of jurisdiction before hearing arguments, and, perhaps more important, it has 
already refused to defer completely to the president in two previous terrorism-related cases.

"There are so many issues in the case -- whether the president was authorized by the Constitution, or a statute, to set 
up the commissions -- right down to exactly how to fit this kind of a war into the existing laws of war," said Richard 
Lazarus, a law professor at Georgetown University who specializes in Supreme Court litigation. "Most cases have two 
or three or four issues. This one has 10 or 12, which makes it very hard to handicap."

Whether designating an American citizen as an "enemy combatant" subject to military confinement, denying coverage 
under the Geneva Conventions to detainees at Guantanamo Bay, or using the National Security Agency to eavesdrop 
on domestic communications, Bush has said that the Constitution and a broadly worded congressional resolution 
passed three days after Sept. 11, 2001, empower him to wage war against terrorists all but unencumbered by judicial 
review, congressional oversight or international law.

Those assertions emerged in Bush's Military Order No. 1 of Nov. 13, 2001, which established the commissions and set 
off one of the first political debates in the United States over terrorism after two months of relative unity after the 
attacks.

The administration wanted a tough-minded alternative to the civilian court system that the Clinton administration had 
used against terrorists. Yet the swift and certain punishment that supporters of the commissions expected has not 
materialized. Though 10 of the 490 terrorism suspects currently held at the U.S. prison at Guantanamo Bay have been 
designated for trial, not a single case has been decided.

From the outset, the commissions have been plagued by questions about their fairness and workability. Critics argued 
that the commissions were flawed because, as Hamdan's brief, written by Georgetown University law professor Neal 
K. Katyal, puts it, they would try suspects "for crimes defined by the President alone, under procedures lacking basic 
protections, before 'judges' who are his chosen subordinates."

After lengthy internal debates, the administration modified the commissions, requiring that trials be public and that 
defendants be presumed innocent until proved guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

But that did not persuade critics who pointed out that the executive branch would still be the only one deciding who is 
an "unlawful enemy combatant" eligible for trial in the first place.

Critics also argue that the Geneva Conventions require that each detainee should be given an individual hearing, with 
access to the federal courts through habeas corpus.
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Historically, the courts have been reluctant to take on presidents during wartime. As a result, Lazarus said, Hamdan's 
supporters "need to make it clear there is a reason not to trust" Bush with unchecked power. That reason, Lazarus 
noted, may come from the allegations of torture at Guantanamo Bay and at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, which surfaced 
in 2004 and are discussed extensively in briefs on Hamdan's side.

Several members of the court are especially sensitive to international opinion, which has generally seen Guantanamo 
as a symbol of U.S. excesses in the war against al-Qaeda. The court has been bombarded by friend-of-the-court briefs 
urging it to think about the impact of the Hamdan case on the image of the United States abroad.

Two years ago, the Supreme Court ruled 6 to 3 that federal law gave U.S. courts the power to hear the prisoners' 
challenges to their detention at Guantanamo Bay. In a separate case involving an American citizen held there, a 
plurality of justices noted that the court would not give the president "a blank check" on national security matters.

That triggered a flood of habeas corpus petitions, including Hamdan's, from lawyers representing hundreds of 
Guantanamo Bay prisoners.

Hamdan's attorneys say that neither the broadly worded Sept. 14, 2001, House-Senate resolution that endorsed the 
use of force against al-Qaeda nor older statutes give Bush the clear legislative approval he needs to set up the 
commissions. They also contend that the commissions violate the Geneva Conventions, which, they say, are 
enforceable by U.S. courts and entitle Hamdan to the same kind of trial a U.S. soldier would get from a court-martial.

The rules of the tribunals, which allow evidence that "would . . . have probative value to a reasonable person," provide 
no guarantee against the use of evidence gathered through torture, Hamdan's supporters say.

In response, the Bush administration notes that military commissions have a long history in war and were 
contemplated by the Sept. 14, 2001, resolution.

But the administration's brief, written by Solicitor General Paul D. Clement, also says that "even if Congress's support 
for the President's Military Order were not so clear, the President has the inherent authority to convene military 
commissions to try and punish captured enemy combatants in wartime -- even in the absence of any statutory 
authorization."

As for the Geneva Conventions, they are not enforceable by U.S. courts and do not apply to Hamdan because al-
Qaeda is a terrorist network that has not signed the conventions and regularly violates them, the administration says.

So far, the administration has prevailed. Last year, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit, one of whose members was Roberts, upheld the administration's position, overruling a decision in 
Hamdan's favor by the U.S. District Court in Washington.

After the Supreme Court agreed to hear Hamdan's appeal of the D.C. Circuit's ruling, Congress stepped in.

The Detainee Treatment Act (DTA), enacted in December, reinforces the president's authority under the Sept. 14 
resolution, the administration says. By modifying the rules related to the commissions, the measure implicitly accepts 
their legitimacy, the administration says.

The DTA stripped federal courts of jurisdiction over habeas corpus petitions from the Guantanamo Bay detainees 
"pending on or after" the date of its enactment -- and it provides an alternative military process for reviewing their 
enemy combatant status, to be followed by appeals to the D.C. Circuit court. Under the law, that court is the exclusive 
venue for appeals of military commission verdicts.

On Jan. 12, the administration asked the Supreme Court to dismiss the Hamdan case, arguing that it is covered by 
the "pending on or after" phrase. The proper time for his constitutional challenge is after his trial, the administration 
argued.

But Hamdan's attorneys contend that the DTA was a compromise intended to apply only to new cases, not to those 
that had already been filed. At a minimum, it does not provide a clear enough statement of congressional intent to 
deny Hamdan and others a day in court, they say.

The case is Hamdan v. Rumsfeld , No. 05-184. A decision is expected by July

http://www.cageprisoners.com/articles.php?id=13046  SOURCE: Washington Post
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